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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents
201 Welch Hall
(734) 487-2410
December 10, 2013

MEETING SCHEDULE

8:00AM - 8:45AM

Faculty Affairs Committee

Room 205

9:00AM- 9:45 AM

Athletic Affairs Committee

Room 201

9:00AM- 9:45 AM

Educational Policies Committee

Room 205

10:00 AM- 10:45 AM

Student Affairs Committee

Room 205

11:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Finance and Investment Committee Room 201

1:30PM

Regular Board Meeting

Room 201

AGENDA

Call to Order
Roll Call Attendance
Tab A

Open Communications

TabB

President's Report

TabC

Proposed Minutes ofthe October 1, 2013 Regular Board Meeting

TabD

Proposed Minutes of the November 20, 2013 Special Board Meeting

TabE

Resolution: Men's Cross Country Team/Coach John Goodridge

TabF

Resolution: Women's Soccer Team/Coach Scott Hall

TabG

Resolution: Howard Booth

CONSENT AGENDA

Section 1
Section 2
Section 3
Section 4
Section 5

Staff Appointments
Staff Separations/Retirements
Emeritus Staff Recommendations
Emeritus Faculty Recommendations
Full-Time Lecturer Appointments

NEW BUSINESS

Section 6
Section 7

Section 8
Section 9
Section 10

In State Tuition Policy
Confirmation of the Recommendation to Approve EMU' s submission of the Michigan
Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) Storm Water Asset Management and
Waste Water (SAW) Grant Application
Appointment of Eagle Administrative Services Board Member
Appointment of Education Achievement Authority Board Member
Presentation: Security and Safety Report

REGULAR AGENDA

Student Affairs Committee
Section 11
Report and Minutes
Athletic Affairs Committee
Section 12
Report and Minutes
Faculty Affairs Committee
Section 13
Report and Minutes
Educational Policies Committee
Section 14
Report and Minutes
Section 15
Commencement Speaker and Honorary Degree Recipient
Section 16
Charter Schools: Reappointment of Board Members
Section 17
Degree Completion and Retention Plan
Finance and Investment Committee
Section 18
Report and Minutes
Section 19
OMB Circular A-133 Supplementary Financial Reports for Year Ending June 30, 20 13
Section 20
2012-13 EMU Foundation Consolidated Financial Report
Comments from the Chair
Adjournment

Tab C

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents Meeting
October 1, 2013

These are the proposed minutes of the October 1, 2013 Board of Regents meeting.
The meeting of the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents was called to order by
Chairman Parker at 1:32 p.m. in Room 201, Welch Hall, Ypsilanti, Michigan.
The Board members present were:
Regent Floyd Clack, Regent Beth Fitzsimmons, Regent Michael Hawks, Vice Chair Mike
Morris, Chairman Francine Parker, Regent James Stapleton, Regent Mary Treder Lang
and Regent James Webb.
There was a quorum.

TABA
OPEN COMMUNICATIONS

Vice President/Secretary Reaume announced that 7 people requested to address the
Board of Regents. Each speaker was given up to 4 1/2 minutes to speak.

1. Dale R. Leslie- WEMU: An investment asset under-utilized

2. Howard Bunsis (EMU-AAUP)- State appropriations and performance funding
3. Anarosa Mendoza-King (Dare to Dream) - the concepts our student organization
would like to see developed in the residency policy for undocumented students and
the sentiments surrounding them
4. Arturo Rodriguez, Jr. (Latino Student Association and EMU Dare to Dream)Eastern granting undocumented students tuition equality like Wayne State University
and University ofMichigan
5. Patrick J. Barry, Jr. (EMU Alumni Association) -Good news about alumni, teachers
and EMU
6. Desmond Miller (Student Government)- Student Body Update
7. Colin Blakely (Art Department at EMU) - Newly created map of campus art at EMU
and its relation to endeavors to establish an art trail on campus

TABB

President's Report
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents' Meeting
October 1, 2013

Eastern Michigan is the fastest growing public university in the state of Michigan for new
freshmen over the last three years.
Our fall2013 freshman class of2,872 surpasses Eastern's previous all-time record of
2,854, set in 1999, and represents an increase of 43 percent or 864 students over the last
three years.
For the second consecutive year, Eastern is also welcoming its largest ever overall class
of new undergraduates, with a total of 5,210 new students. This total includes first-time
freshmen, transfer students, students pursuing a second degree and other types of new
undergraduate students - and surpasses last year's record class of new undergraduates of
5,076 students.
Our dramatic growth in enrollment, in which we are bucking state and national trends in
declining freshman enrollment, demonstrates Eastern's continued commitment to keeping
costs down while increasing financial aid, hiring new faculty and investing wisely in key
academic and student facilities.
As part of our overall strategy, today we are recommending for Board of Regents
approval a 2014-2015 financial aid budget of $43.8 million, representing an 11 percent
increase over this year's budget of $3 9.2 million and a 100 percent increase from seven
years ago.
In addition to record numbers, this year's incoming freshman class is better prepared
academically. The average GPA of incoming freshmen is 3.24, up from 3.18 in 2012,
and 3.11 in 2011. Average ACT scores are also climbing. This year's freshman class has
an average ACT score of 22, up from 21.4 last year and 21.1 in 2011.
The University's Honors College program, which accepts students entering with at least a
25 ACT score and 3.5 high school GPA, has nearly doubled in freshman enrollment since
2011. The University has admitted its largest honors freshman class ever, and has about
1,200 students in the overall honors program. We are excited to introduce our new group
of Presidential Scholars in just a few minutes.
Increased enrollment also means more students living on campus. This fall, Eastern
Michigan is housing more than 3,900 on-campus students, up from 3,240 in 2010 and
representing the most students living on-campus since 2003.
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Not only are more students enrolling at Eastern, more are graduating as well. A record
number of2,376 students graduated last spring, an increase of more than 27 percent since
2007.
Eastern students come from 79 Michigan counties, all 50 states and 71 different
countries.
As we grow, we remain focused on our primary mission, which is to offer students an
outstanding, connected academic experience that prepares them for today's competitive
job market.
The University's strategic planning process is moving to completion. Forums will be
conducted to provide opportunities for campus input. The Mission, Vision, Values were
adopted in June by the Board of Regents. Work is currently underway on four strategic
themes: Student Engagement and Success, High Performing Academic Programs and
Quality Research, Institutional Effectiveness, and Service and Engagement. Goals,
objectives, initiatives and measurements in each area are being developed.
I am pleased to introduce our new Vice President and Director of Intercollegiate
Athletics, Heather Lyke. Heather began here in late July and hit the ground running from
day one. She is committed to the success of our student-athletes in the classroom and on
the field, and engagement with the campus and greater community.
Also, please welcome our new Women's Softball Coach Melissa Gentile.
We are engaged in national searches for a Vice President of University Human Resources
and also an Associate Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students. Eastern
is committed to a high level of service for employees and students.
The Student Government Gateway Scholarship was established earlier this year to
provide undocumented students who are Michigan residents with an opportunity to
bridge the cost difference between in-state and out-of-state tuition. Donors can
contribute to the fund through the EMU Foundation. It is available to undocumented
students who provide proof of Michigan residency for the last two years; complete the
admissions process through the Office of Admissions; maintain satisfactory academic
progress; enroll in a minimum of 30 credit hours per academic year; and demonstrate
financial need.
Many other accomplishments are listed in the Appendix to this Report, which is available
on the University's website. Thank you, Chair Parker.
Susan Martin
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Recognition:
• EMU senior Megan Lepkowski recently won the silver medal at the Nation' s
Cup in Logrono, Spain with her Theater on Ice team. Shortly after, Lepkowski
and her team won the gold medal at the U.S. Figure Skating national Theatre on
Ice Competition.
•

Eastern Michigan University's student chapter of the Society for Human
Resource Management earned a Superior Merit Award from the national
organization. The chapter was also awarded an Outstanding Student Chapter
Award and designated as one ofthe top 10 chapters in the country.

•

Eastern Michigan University was rated number one in the state of Michigan for
its ROTC programs for future service members according to The College
Database, a provider of educational information for students and parents across
the country. The database ranked Eastern Michigan first based on affordability
and its ROTC programs for Army, Navy and Air Force.

•

Eastern Michigan University was named one of the "Best in the Midwest" for the
11th consecutive year by The Princeton Review. EMU was cited for its excellent
academic programs. Only 155 of 530 Midwest colleges receive the "best"
designation.

•

SASHE, LLC (Sisters Achieving Success, Harmony & Empowerment) announced
that Eastern is one of the companies selected for the "Great Companies for
Women" awards.

•

Eastern Michigan University received honorable mention in the 2013
Construction & Design Award category for the Science Complex HVAC
Engineered System Design at the Engineering Society of Detroit's annual
dinner.

•

Eastern's Division of Communications won two awards from the Detroit
Chapter of the International Association of Business Communicators (IABC).
EMU was recognized with Merit A wards for its "Study on the Slopes" and "I AM
TRUEMU" marketing campaigns.

•

David Duggar, director of Early College Alliance, was honored with the David
A. Skiven Leadership Award by the Engineering Society of Detroit. He was
chosen for his service and contributions to both the engineering society and the
STEM Symposium.

•

Gary Koppleman, an EMU alumnus, has been honored by Shell Oil Company
and the National Science Teachers A ssociation with the 2013 Shell Science
Teaching Award for the positive impact he has had on his students, school and
community through exemplary classroom science teaching.
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Gifts & Grants:
• General Motors granted Project Lead the Way programs in Michigan, including
a $300,000 three-year renewable commitment for EMU. The grant will go toward
STEM education in Michigan.
•

More than $40,000 was raised during the Dr. John A. Weeks Scholarship Golf
Outing held on Sept. 11 at Eagle Crest Golf Course. The annual event, hosted by
the EMU Construction Management Alumni Chapter, supports the scholarship
that enables outstanding students to receive a first-class construction management
education at Eastern.

•

The second Greg O'Dell Golf Outing was held Sept. 20 at Eagle Crest Golf Club.
Preliminary numbers indicate $30,000 was raised toward the three-year goal
of $100,000 to endow the O'Dell Scholarship Fund for Criminal Justice
Students. The first recipient of this scholarship attended and spoke during the
program.

•

Hitomi Oketani of World Languages has received two awards to advance
learning, teaching and speaking of the Japanese language in southeastern
Michigan. The Michigan Japanese Bilingual Education Foundation awarded her
a $12,900 grant while the Japanese-American School of Southeast Michigan
awarded her a $9,776 grant.

•

Digital Inclusion, a computer refurbishment, technical training program and
social enterprise operated by Eastern Michigan University, won a $15,000 prize in
the inaugural Social Entrepreneurship Challenge launched by Michigan Corps.

•

English Professor Cathy Fleischer and Sarah Andrew-Vaughan, an English
teacher at Huron High School in Ann Arbor, recently won a $12,000 National
Writing Project award from the U.S. Department of Education. The new sevenmonth project will allow a three-part, online learning experience to introduce
teachers to Fleischer and Andrew-Vaughan' s 2009 book, Writing Outside Your
Comfort Zone: Helping Students Navigate Unfamiliar Genres.

Events:
• The Eastern Michigan University basketball teams will head "Back to Bowen"
for three games this upcoming season. The men's basketball team will host
Concordia University on Nov. 12 and Robert Morris University on Nov. 14. An
alumni game will also be held on Nov. 14. The women's basketball team will
host Butler University on Nov. 13.
•

The first annual EMU Professional Development Business Conference was
held at the College of Business on Thursday, Sept. 19. Paul W. Smith ofWJR
Radio was on hand, broadcasting live. More than 1,800 students attended the
event and more than 40 alumni were at the event to present workshops. A
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networking event in the evening was held for more than 400 current graduate
students and alumni.
•

Homecoming Week, Sept. 16-22, was a great success. Events included the
annual "donut drop" across campus on Monday; the CMTA Department's
celebration of its 50th birthday celebration on Tuesday; "green and white day,"
the T-shirt exchange and the campus picnic on Wednesday; a TruEMU Block
Party and pep rally on Thursday; a Homecoming cook-off event by Dining
Services on Friday; the Golden Years Brunch at University House and many
tailgates prior to the game on Saturday; and, Oozeball on Sunday.

•

EMU hosted an international soccer tournament on Sept. 14 at the Indoor
Practice Facility to promote friendship among eight nations (Germany, Iraq,
Spain, Syria, Turkey, UK, USA and Yemen). The annual all day event, coorganized by the Consular Corps of Michigan, EMU Athletics and EMU
World Languages, is one of many international events at EMU that highlight the
40 nations of the Consular Corps who sponsor EMU student internships.

•

The Eastern campus community commemorated the 50th anniversary of the
March on Washington and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s "I have a Dream"
speech on Wednesday, Aug. 28.

•

Eastern hosted the National Junior Olympic Games' track and field events, July
27- Aug. 3 at Rynearson Stadium. More than 12,000 youth participated in the
world's largest track and field event of its kind.

•

Detroit Tigers fans from EMU hit a homerun by raising $2,600 for SOS
Community Services. More than 500 supporters turned out for TRUEMU Day
at Comerica Park on July 10.

Of Note:
• The new physician assistant program at EMU was recently awarded its
provisional accreditation by the Accreditation Review Commission on Education
for the Physician Assistant. Eastern's 24-month program is scheduled to start in
May 2014.
•

Extensive renovations at Best Residence Hall highlighted another active summer
of construction at EMU. The $2.28 million Best Hall proj ect included an array of
renovations aimed at improving students' living and learning experiences.

Athletics Highlights
• Women's Cross Country: the women's cross country team received NCAA
Public Recognition Awards for exceptional work in the classroom as part of the
NCAA's Academic Performance Program.
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•

Men's Golf: Jordan Young, the assistant men's golf coach, has been named the
2013 recipient of the PGA Player Development award for his drive to coach and
teach.

•

Women's Golf: Alyssa Kwon, Corey Crossan, Meredith Fairbairn and Karyn
Lee Ping were among 644 women golfers in Divisions I, II, and III who were
nominated to the All-American Scholar Team by the WGCA.

•

Gymnastics: 12 EMU gymnasts were named to the Academic All-American team
by the National Association of Collegiate Gymnastics Coaches. The athletes are:
Brittany Cassar, Shawna Ciaramella, Camille Cicchini, Kimberly Ebeyer,
Amanda Fuller, Khadijah Hudson, Kristina Kurkmilis, Alexandra Lekson,
Erica Mahan, Paulina Miller, Nikki Paterson and Anna Willette.

•

Soccer: the soccer team recognized Ovarian Cancer Awareness Day during their
match against Indiana. At halftime, the team presented a plaque and flowers to
the Kaim family. Cheryl Kaim, mother of current player Allison and former
player Julie Kaim, passed away in 2011 fighting ovarian cancer. Cheryl was not
only a mother to her girls, but to the entire EMU soccer team. The Eagles
honored her and the rest of those affected by ovarian cancer by raising more than
$5,000 for the National Ovarian Cancer Coalition.

•

Swimming & Diving: both the men's and women's swim and dive teams at EMU
were given the Team Scholar All-American Award. Three athletes, Andrew
Henry, Briana Emig and Danielle Hulvey, have been named to the College
Swimming Coaches Association of America's NCAA Division I Scholar AllAmerican Teams.

•

Swimming & Diving (Women's): Kelly Hendricks earned the Diving Career
Improvement Award in the 20 12-1 3 issue of Profiles in Excellence, released by
CollegeSwimmingAwards.com.

•

Track & Field (Women's): Alysha Newman took fifth place in pole vaulting
in the Jeux de la Francophonie games in France with Team Canada. Heather
Hamilton took third place in the same competition. Newman took the title for
pole vaulting at the Pan American Junior Athletics Championships in August.

•

Tennis: Ankita Bhatia, Nino Mebuke and Klara Supejova have been named to
the Intercollegiate Tennis Association' s Scholar Athlete list for the 2012-13
season.

•

Volleyball: the volleyball team received NCAA Public Recognition Awards for
exceptional work in the classroom as part of the NCAA's Academic Performance
Program.
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TABC
PROPOSED MINUTES OF THE JUNE 18, 2013 REGULAR BOARD MEETING

Regent Clack moved and Regent Morris seconded that the proposed minutes for the June
18, 2013 Board meeting be approved as submitted.
Motion Carried

TABD
INTRODUCTION OF PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARS

Dr. Rebecca Sipe introduced the 2013-14 Presidential Scholars: David Bailey, Stephanie
Bardoni, Amanda Binz, Kaitlin Boroniec, Danielle DeAngelis, Brent Jonathan Duddles,
Sabrina Gissendander, Raquel Gonzalez, Henry Alexander Hakamaki, Mathew Leddy,
Jared Mallett, Dominic Meo, Sarah Pfannes, Samantha Stauffer, Anna Wendt, and Kelsey
Zuk.

CONSENT AGENDA

Chairman Parker asked the Board if there were any items on the consent agenda the
Board members wished to vote on separately. Hearing none, she asked for a motion to
proceed. Regent Treder Lang moved and Regent Clack seconded that the items on the
Consent Agenda be approved as presented (Section 1-8).
Section 1
STAFF APPOINTMENTS

Recommended that the Board of Regents approve 40 staff appointments for the reporting
period May 16,2013 to August 31,2013: Joseph Jordan, Matthew Slachetka, Kimberly
Burke, Melissa Gentile, Rebecca Janes, Lucas Langdon, Heather Lyke, Hilary Sirnmet,
Joleen Hargis, Angelia Martzig, Laura Punches, Rebecca Burk, Morris Boyd III, Maria
Gonzalez, Lauren Opachick, Nickolas Remington, Ronald Snyder, Bradley Watson,
Angela Palek, Angela Mierzwiak, Karen Schofield, Elizabeth Getty, Anthony Orlando,
Deanna Lewandowski, Ternii Tellis, Marian Cabaj, Roy Shavers, Jr. , Joseph Aponte,
Nicole Johnson, Katie Kastl, Haley Mulka, Steven Smith, Rhonda Vander Zwaag,
Michael Wise, Melissa Plaufcan, Ellen Collier, Carol Smith, Samantha Aaron, Chris
Puzzuoli, and Tuong-Vi Huynh.
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Section 2
STAFF SEPARATIONS/RETIREMENTS

Recommended that the Board of Regents approve 23 separations and retirements for the
reporting period ofMay 16,2013 to August 31 , 2013: Robert Zaremba, Joel Clendenin,
Sean Podell, Curtis Wilson, Kathryn Orscheln, Gregory Peoples, Larry Gates, Robert
Anderson, Benjamin Czinski, Glenna Miller, James Grady, Cynthia Howie, Stephen
Burwood, Bonnie Jankovic, Kristen Mostrom, Mary McClure, Megan Snow, Autumn
Fabricant, Marissa Young, Noah Moran, Jerel Langley, John Kreider and Steven Moore
II.
Section 3
EMERITUS STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Staff Status to seven (7) staff
members: Glenna Frank Miller, Larry Gates, Kathy Orscheln, Gregory Peoples, Virginia
Majeske Ellis (posthumously), Mary McClure and Ann Rentfrow.

Section 4
EMERITUS FACULTY RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Faculty Status to four (4) former
faculty members: Benjamin Palmer, Barbara Scheffer, VenPrata Tummala and Geoffrey
Voght.
Section 5
ACADEMIC RETIREMENTS AND SEPARATIONS

Recommended that the Board of Regents approve thirteen (13) retirements and seventeen
( 17) separations for the reporting period June 1, 2013 through August 31, 2013: Michael
Marion, Hartmut Hoft, Jamie Scaglione, Barbara Scheffer, Gerald Lawver, James Pfister,
Jon Margerum-Leys, James Holoka, Marini Lee, Koji Tanno, Benjamin Keller, Ann
Alvarez, Anthony Aristar, Carolyn Berge, Christopher Bocklage, Betty Brown-Chappell,
Richard Douglass, Robert Duke, Edwin Etter, Michelle Hersh, Cecelia Infante, Faye Kao,
John Knapp, Frances Martin, Eddia McDade, Robert Rhodes, Janice Riley, Jennifer
Seibert, Charles Simmons, and V.M. Rao Tummala.
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Section 6
FACULTY APPOINTMENTS

Recommended that the Board of Regents approve one (1 ) additional new faculty
appointment for the 2013-14 academic year: Deborah Collins-Bohler.
Section 7
LECTURER PROMOTION

Recommended that the Board of Regents accept and place on file the report entitled
Promotion of Lecturer for 2013-2014.
Section 8
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS ADMINISTRATIVE TRANSFERS

Recommended that the Board of Regents approve seven (7) administrative transfers:
Colleen Croxall, Susann deVries, Augustine lkeji, Lynn Nybell, Christopher Herman,
Christine Karshin and Mary Kubitskey.
Motion Carried

REGULAR AGENDA
Section 9
MONTHLY REPORT AND MINUTES- STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

Regent Fitzsimmons moved and Regent Morris seconded that the Student Affairs
Committee Agenda for October 1, 2013 and the Minutes ofthe June 18, 2013 meeting be
received and placed on file.
Motion Carried
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Section 10
MONTHLY REPORT AND MINUTES- ATHLETIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Regent Hawks moved and Regent Morris seconded that the Athletic Affairs Committee
Agenda for October 1, 2013 and the Minutes ofthe June 18, 2013 meeting be received
and placed on file.

Motion Carried

Section 11
APPROVAL OF EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT- VICE PRESIDENT AND
DIRECTOR OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS, HEATHER LYKE
Regent Hawks moved and Regent Morris seconded that the Board of Regents approve the
employment agreement for Vice President and Athletic Director, Heather Lyke.

Motion Carried

Section 12
APPROVAL OF EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT- WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
COACH, MELISSA GENTILE
Regent Hawks moved and Regent Morris seconded that the Board of Regents approve the
employment agreement for Head Women's Softball Coach, Melissa Gentile.

Motion Carried
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Section 13
MONTHLY REPORT AND MINUTES- FACULTY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Regent Stapleton moved and Regent Hawks seconded that the Faculty Affairs Committee
Agenda for October 1, 2013 and the Minutes of the April16, 2013 meeting be received
and placed on file.

Motion Carried

Section 14
MONTHLY REPORT AND MINUTES- EDUCATIONAL POLICIES
COMMITTEE
Regent Fitzsimmons moved and Regent Morris seconded that the Educational Policies
Committee Agenda for October 1, 2013 and the Minutes ofthe June 18,2013 meeting be
received and placed on file.

Motion Carried

Section 15
PROPOSED MODIFICATION TO FALL 2014 CALENDAR
Regent Fitzsimmons moved and Regent Morris seconded that the Board of Regents
approve modifications to the 2014-15 Academic Calendar.

Motion Carried
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Section 16
PROPOSED NEW PUBLIC HEALTH MAJOR

Regent Morris moved and Regent Hawks seconded that the Board of Regents approve a
new Undergraduate Academic Program: Public Health Major.
Motion Carried

Section 17
PROPOSED M.A. IN PHILOSOPHY

Regent Morris moved and Regent Treder Lang seconded that the Board of Regents
approve a new Graduate Academic Program: Masters in Philosophy.
Motion Carried

Section 18
PROPOSED Ed.D. TO Ph.D. REVISION

Regent Morris moved and Regent Fitzsimmons seconded that the Board of Regents
approve the creation of a new degree award - the Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in
Education Leadership. Upon approval, new graduates of the doctoral program in
Education Leadership would receive the Ph.D. rather than the current degree award, the
Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) in Education Leadership.
Motion Carried
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Section 19
CHARTER SCHOOLS BOARD MEMBER APPOINTMENTS
Regent Fitzsimmons moved and Regent Hawks seconded that the Board of Regents
appoint Renee Newman to a three-year term on the Board of Directors of the Academy
for Business and Technology; Julie Hare to a three-year term on the Board of Directors of
the Grand Blanc Academy; and Elizabeth Taylor to a three-year term on the Board of
Directors of the Dr. Joseph F. Pollack Academic Center of Excellence.
Motion Carried

Section 20
MONTHLY REPORT AND MINUTES- FINANCE AND INVESTMENT
COMMITTEE
Regent Treder Lang moved and Regent Clack seconded that the Board of Regents receive
and place on file the Minutes from the June 18, 2013 Finance and Investment Committee
meeting and the Agenda for the October 1, 2013 meeting.
Motion Carried

Section 21
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTARY
INFORMATION AS OF JUNE 30, 2013
Regent Treder Lang moved and Regent Clack seconded that the Board of Regents receive
and place on file the University's audited fiscal year 2012-13 financial statements and
auditor's report.
Motion Carried
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Section 22
FY 2014-15 GENERAL FUND SCHOLARSHIPS, AWARDS AND GRANTS
REQUESTS
Regent Treder Lang moved and Regent Clack seconded that the Board of Regents
approve the 2014-2015 General Fund Scholarships, Awards and Grants proposal for
$43,822,000.

Motion Carried

Section 23
FY 2014-15 STATE CAPITAL OUTLAY REQUEST
Regent Treder Lang moved and Regent Hawks seconded that the Board of Regents
approve the University's Capital Outlay Plan and delegate authority to the President to
submit the renovation of Strong Hall as the University's top project request for state cost
participation for Fiscal Year 2015.

Motion Carried

Section 24
UPDATED POLICY: 8.2: STUDENT PROGRAMS AND REQUIREMENTS,
ACCESS TO STUDENT RECORDS
Regent Stapleton moved and Regent Morris seconded that the Board of Regents amend
the Board of Regents Policy 8.2, Access to Student Records.

Motion Carried
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Section 25
UPDATED POLICY: 3.7.4: EMPLOYMENT AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION,
GENERAL, EXTREME WEATHER

Regent Webb moved and Regent Treder Lang seconded that the Board of Regents
approve the revised Extreme Weather Policy.
Motion Carried

Section 26
NAMING OPPORTUNITY

Regent Clack moved and Regent Treder Lang seconded that the Board of Regents
formally name the Eastern Michigan University Eagle Crest Golf Club Clubhouse in
honor of Regent Emeritus Roy E. Wilbanks.
Motion Carried

Section 27
BOARD OF REGENTS MEETING DATES FOR 2014

Chair Parker announced the following dates have been set for the Board of Regents to
meet in 2014: Tuesday, March 25; Tuesday, June 10; Tuesday, October 7; and Friday,
December 5.

Chairman Parker reminded attendees that the next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday,
December 10, 2013. She called for any further business to be brought before the
Board. There being none, she asked for a motion to adjourn. Regent Clack moved and
Regent Webb seconded to adjourn the meeting.
Motion Carried
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The meeting was adjourned at 2:45p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Vicki Reaume
Vice President and Secretary to the Board of Regents
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Tab D

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents Meeting
November 20, 2013

These are the proposed minutes of the November 20, 2013 special Board of Regents
meeting.
The meeting of the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents was called to order by
Regent Treder Lang at 8:10a.m. in Room 201 , Welch Hall, Ypsilanti, Michigan.
The Board members present were:
Regent Beth Fitzsimmons, Regent Mike Morris (by phone), Regent Francine Parker (by
phone), Regent James Stapleton (by phone), Regent Mary Treder Lang and Regent James
Webb.
There was a quorum.

Section 1
RECOMMENDATION TO APPROVE EMU'S SUBMISSION OF THE
MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (MDEQ)
STORM WATER ASSET MANAGEMENT AND WASTE WATER (SAW)
GRANT APPLICATION

Regent Webb moved and Regent Morris seconded that the Board approve Eastern
Michigan University's submission of the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality
(MDEQ) Storm Water Asset Management and Waste Water (SAW) grant application.
Motion Carried

Regent Treder Lang called for any further business to be brought before the Board.
There being none, it was moved by Regent Parker and supported by Regent Webb to
adjourn the meeting. The meeting was adjourned at 8:15a.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Vicki Reaume
Vice President and Secretary to the Board of Regents

Tab E

RESOLUTION
Recognition of the Men's Cross Country Team
and Head Coach John Goodridge
WHEREAS, the Eastern Michigan University Men's Cross Country Team won the 2013
Mid-American Conference championship; and,
WHEREAS, the MAC title was Eastern's 18th championship as well as its fourth
consecutive title, and eighth in the last nine years; and,
WHEREAS, senior Grzegorz Kalinowski finished third and senior Harry Dixon finished
fifth, both earning First-Team All-MAC honors; and,
WHEREAS, junior Warren Witchell finished eighth and sophomore Willy Fink finished
11th, both earning Second-Team All-MAC honors; and,
WHEREAS, junior Daryl Smith and freshman Nick Raymond finished in the top 20; and,
WHEREAS, Head Coach John Goodridge was named MAC Men's Cross Country Coach
ofthe Year for the eighth time.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Eastern Michigan University Board
of Regents congratulates the Men's Cross Country Team and Head Coach John
Goodridge for their outstanding success and commends them for the honor and
distinction they have brought to themselves as well as to Eastern Michigan University.

December 10, 2013

Tab F

RESOLUTION
Recognition of the Women's Soccer Team
and Head Coach Scott Hall
WHEREAS, the Eastern Michigan University Women's Soccer Team won the 20 13 MidAmerican Conference regular season championship, the third in its program history; and,
WHEREAS, junior Angela Vultaggio was named MAC Offensive Player of the Year,
and junior Emily Dzik was named MAC Co-Defensive Player of the Year; and,
WHEREAS, Vutaggio, Dzik, and seniors Cara Cutaia and Stephanie Clark were named
All-MAC First Team; and,
WHEREAS, junior Marisa Kozikowski was named All-MAC Second Team, and
freshman Madison Hirsch was named MAC All-Freshman Team; and,
WHEREAS, Head Coach Scott Hall was named MAC Coach of the Year.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Eastern Michigan University Board
of Regents congratulates the Women's Soccer Team and Head Coach Scott Hall for their
outstanding success and commends them for the honor and distinction they have brought
to themselves as well as to Eastern Michigan University.

December 10, 2013

Tab G

RESOLUTION
Recognition of Professor Howard Booth
WHEREAS, Eastern Michigan University Alumnus and Professor, Howard Booth won
the gold medal at the 2013 World Masters Athletics Championship in Porto Alegre,
Brazil for pole vaulting. Having set two new state pole vault records in Michigan and
Illinois, he earned five gold medals in the USA National championships; and,
WHEREAS, Booth has been an Eastern professor for more than 46 years, educating more
than 18,000 students while working as an advocate for the Biology Department; and,
WHEREAS, he was inducted into the EMU Athletics Hall of fame in 2011, having been
an outstanding athlete, participating in track and field, cheerleading and gymnastics; and,
WHEREAS, he has creatively incorporated his athletic background into his human
physiology lectures, helping his students to better understand the significance of physical
activity for the body.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Eastern Michigan University Board
of Regents expresses its great appreciation to Howard Booth for his outstanding
leadership and commitment to the University, and thanks him for his dedication toward
the betterment of the University and its Students.

December 10, 2013

BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

SECTION: 1
DATE:
December I 0, 20 13

RECOMMENDATION

STAFF APPOINTMENTS·

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve 27 staff appointments for the
reporting period September 15\ 2013 to October 31st, 2013.

STAFF SUMMARY
Of the 27 appointments, 16 (59 percent) are females, 11 (41 percent) are males.
Demographics of the total group indicate 20 Caucasians (74 percent), 5 African
Americans (19 percent), 1 Asian (3.5 percent), and 1 Hispanic (3.5 percent).

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
The salaries are part ofthe University's 2013-2014 budget as approved by the Board of
Regents.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

untv~sity Executivt Officer

Date

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
STAFF APPOINTMENTS
For Activity Date Reporting Period
~eptember 1st. 2013 through October 31st, 2013

Last Name

First Name

Smith

Bri an

McCioskey_ _ _ l Calley____
Skinner
1

Katie

Job Title

E Class

Grade

Electrician

.FM

2_2____Eiectrical

S~cretar_v_ll___ _

· CS

04

Sp_e_c:ia!._Ed_ucati on

PT

07

__ I_A Training_Room

. ~E

09

Asst Athletic Trainer

..
Activity Date Annual Salary
9/3/2013_ _ _~.767.76

9/3/2013
_
___ _

Appt %

Ethnicity

100 WH

M

F

9/3/2013_ _

9/4/2013_ _ _ 43,047.00

100 WH

~(3(.2Q13_ _ _9[~[?_0_l3_ _ _6_9,500.00

100 WH

Clinical Supv Sp~~~..'!_d

Puzzuoli

.5=E._or:_d_L~b D_ata_~)JP~&_ Con_t~gt____~
PE_ _ _ _98__ .. ..c :rec~~~logy_a~d.Jnfr_astructure_____ 9[!_6~013 __ ___9_/~/_2013 _ _ _
48,236, 00 f-.!-_100 Y'{!:!__

_ _ _;Chris

Johnson
Hu_y~h
-

Lauren

Le_a':_ning & Dev_elopment_(onsult

Lamont

Asst Coac!!._Sftb,Cc/Trk.Voi,Bsb
Area Complex Director

Deb_ogory

'Jonath~---~~;st:C~~~ Sttb,_(:crfrk~Voi,_Bsb_

Sc~ofield _ __

_l5~en

Di etitian/M~u Mgmt_Coord
~a_s_t£()_~d-~o_r~

Sue

PFHR2

_;.!'_1:
,AC
PE

_ l!aining and_Professi onal D_evelop

l l_ _ ~<?mens Track

AC

1Tuong-Vi

B_'?_ymon_d_

AP

COE Clinic

_)!ous~g8dmin
___

06

-

- -ll-

_I_A Womens_Track

_____ ---~-----95_

9/10/2013 ·

9/6/2013

55,000.00'

8/19/20131

9/9/2013
38,218.00
1-7/2013I - 39,000.0-0

_ Easte_l!!_~ ter~s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/_!!l/];_013 ___9/30/2013 _ _22,6Sl.2_0_

_ __

1

100 WH

· FM

95

Eastern Eateries ·

9/15/2013• _ _9/_30/2013

22,651.20 1___

Foxworth

' Shannon

Fast Food Worker

·FM

95

Satellite Admin

8~S/2013 '

22,651.2_0___100 BL

Matthew

-~as.!_~E._d Wo~ker

FM

95

Custodian

FM

06

AP

PFHR2

;Arden

Gerdes-Leonard

I Melissa._ _ _.....:_:
H ~/Q!:gSJe~! opme~t_Co nsultan t

Jako_bsz_e____ Matthew
__
Baclawski
' Anthony
Flores
Amore
Tansel

- - -AP- - - - -MGIL3

Pa_ui_ _ _ __Di ning_?ervic_e~ Unit Le_ader I

_ E_astern_Eat~ries

H ousing~ci_min

He_ns~ey_

Chiara

-Brel)_~an_=:-'Ke~

Electrician

I A Promotions

_10(.2_!!(.2_913

06

The Commons

10/14/2013

1FM

12

•E'!_s~r.!;_E31e.!2_es

_Dir Unv_Ho_use..!_?p_ec_Ev_e~ ---·~P_

.
__

. Leslie
JMelissa
·--.
Katharyn_ _

__O'!lbuds_

· · - - - AP

, Fast Food Worker
IPsychologist

----

-

--·

9[8[2Ql'}___10/_2/_2013 ____22,~5.!:_20
9/30/2013

' FM

FM

!FM

22

·EIPctrical

PFSP3

Ombudsman

_ __l~fS~2

_ __ . . ..

AP

100 WH

28,613.00

100 WH

M
----

10/8/ 2013____
75,0_00.0_9 __ 100 WH
10/15/2013

28,613.00

·

M

WH

100 WH

M

-

M

10/_14/2.Q.ll_.___!P~~/};_~3_'_ _3_1,038~2_ _ _1Q_~

M
M

10/_2_W2013~[1~/_?_013

----

_ _5_9,767.76 _ _
. _ 1_0-.0_W
: ;_;_;_;
H_ _ _·'---~

~Pr;s~dents_Office _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1_0/_l5/_2Q_l L_l0/}6/_2_SJl}" ___BS,000_,_00~ ___100 ~H_ __

~5_ _ _ :_rhe Commons

MGIL2

10/2/2013

100 BL

10/2'§(.2_013 1 _J-_9(~5/_2013 _ _
73,0_0_0.00 •__ 100 ~H10/14/2013
10/_16/2013,
30,000.00
100 WH

10/1~~2013

10(.21£2013

10/6/2013
8/19/2013

10/31/2013
10/31/2013 ·

PT
09
Psych Services
- - ------- '---- ---'Counseling
-- - -and
-·--·
- - - - - - - - --

Mgr_Sponsored Ac_c:t_

10/2/2013

·_ E~plo_vee Re!a~ions_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10(!_/_2_9]:'}___}Q/}_[2013 _ _ _
60,0_00.:.Q_O_'_ _100

Karen _ _ _ · ~s~_Q!.r:._BudgetMa_!l_ageme~t_ __ --~--~GIL2 ___U~iversity_Budge_t_O_ff!_ce_ _ _ _
_ Bryon
Asst Coach Sftb,Cc/Trk,Voi,Bsb
AC
11
I A Mens Track and Field
Kyleen

Sc~ortgen

_

1

Vincke

._l,i_gon
Piaufcan

A~c~t~l Dir/Co_f!!p_li_a11_ce___

Cook

_

M

48,_?00.00_ _ _1_~ WH _ _ _'F__

9/30/2013

Fast Food Worker

II

M

100 AS
- 100WH

•Angela

Valentine

M_ __

100 WH

Wal_ker~Boyd

1Paustian

~-----

9/9/};_013 ~(.2_913____
29,2_00.:.0Q. ~_,100~1,_
_ _ _ _ _ 8/28/ 2013
9/2S/2o13iW

07 __ _Q!!ling~d~-

Gender

9/_}/}J}B_!_ _9~(2Q13_ _ _3_1..Q.O.Q,OOI __10_Q WH

Parish-Foste_
r --~a2:_en
Hansbarger

He_~r

Current Hire
Date

Org Title

Contcoller

9/30/2013

__40,_000:.00 ~

SO BL

22
~·.::c
65
::;1:.c.2::;0:_.__ __::c
100
:..:....B=.cL=--- --'-M
'-'-- --

--10/3- _1/2013 - -_54,400.oo:
----,---100 --WH -69,000.00
100 WH

BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

SECTION: 2
DATE:
December 10, 2013

RECOMMENDATION

STAFF SEPARATIONS/RETIREMENTS

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve 8 separations and retirements for
the reporting period of September 15 \ 2013 to October 31 5\ 2013.

STAFF SUMMARY
Of the 8 separations and retirements there are 6 (75 percent) females and 2 (25 percent)
males. Demographics of the total group indicate 7 Caucasians (88 percent) and 1 African
American (12 percent).

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

Uruvef't;itv Executive O:f.lticer

Date

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
STAFF SEPARATIONS and RETIREMENTS
for Termination Date Reporting Period
September 1st, 2013 through October 31st, 2013
Last Name

-Burns
Davis

First Name

Job Title

And rea

Fast Food Worker

FM

95

Custodian

FM

06

Tina

-

E Class

--

Grade Org Title

IEastern Eateries

Current Hire
Date

Termination
Date

Ethnic ity

Gender

8/18/2013

9/7/2013 WH

F

4/1/2013

9/10/ 2013 WH

F

8/5/ 2013

9/10/2013 WH

F

~gAdmin
I

!

Icustodial Services

Opachick

Lauren

Custodian

FM

St idham

Roger

Facilities Attendant

FM

12

Convocation Ctr and Pease
Operation

9/24/2002

9/25/2013 WH

M

Hirst

Cory

Cook

FM

06

The Commons

9/27/2011

9/ 28/ 2013 WH

M

Ellis

Natasha

Peer Support Specialist

IPT

04

Health and Human Service

11/ 5/ 2012

9/30/ 2013 BL

F

Cross

Claire

Peer Support Specialist

IPT

04

Health and Human Service

11/ 5/ 2012

9/ 30/2013 WH

F

Smith

Martha

Asst Dean, CHHS

CHHS Academic Adv Ct

6/26/2002

10/2/2013 WH

F

_

06

_ _ IAVAD3
1 P

--

BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

SECTION: 3
DATE:
Dec 10,2013

RECOMMENDATION

EMERITUS STAFF STATUS

ACTION REQUESTED

It is recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Staff Status to One (1)
staff member: Carole Morello, Senior Secretary for the Management Department at
the College of Business, who retired on February 28, 2013.
STAFF SUMMARY

According to University policy, retiring Administration Professional (AP), Athletic
Coaches (AC) , Confidential Clerical (CC), Food Service, Custodial & Maintenance
(FM) , Professional Technical (PT) or Clerical Secretarial (CS) staff members who
have served the University for at least fifteen (15) years, may be granted Emeritus
Staff Status. Such status is conferred based on the recommendation of the
President and approval of the Board of Regents.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS

None
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION

The proposed action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

University Executive Officer
President

Date

SECTION:

4

DATE:
December 10, 20 13

BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

RECOMMENDATION
EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS
ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Faculty Status to eight (8)
former faculty members: Christopher Bocklage, Department of Art from 1986 to 2013 (who
retired on August 31 , 2013 after 28 years); John Boyless, School of Technology Studies from
1989 to 2013 (who retired on August 31, 2013 after 24 years); Betty Brown Chappell,
Department of Social Work from 1996 to 2013 (who retired on September 1, 2013 after 17
years); John Knapp, Depmiment of Psychology from 1971 to 2013 (who retired August 2013
after 42 years); Gerald Lawver, School of Technology Studies from 1970 to 2013 (who
retired on July 31, 2013 after 43 years); Frances Martin, Department of Political Science
from 1985 to 2013 (who retired August 31, 2013 after 28 years); James Pfister, Department
of Political Science from 1970 to 2013 (who retired on July 31, 2013 after 43 years); and
Richard Washington, Department of Ati from 1970 to 2012 (who retired on December 2,
201 2 after 42 years).

STAFF SUMMARY
The Collective Bargaining Agreement between Eastern Michigan University and the Eastern
Michigan University Chapter of the American Association ofUniversity Professors (AAUP)
provide that a faculty member who has served the University for at least fifteen (15) years
may be nominated for Emeritus Faculty Status upon retirement.
The nominations for these individuals have received the support of the department head or
school director, the dean of the college, and the Provost and Executive Vice President.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

University Executive Officer

Dat'e

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS RECOMMENDATION
December 10, 2013

Christopher Bocklage
Professor, Department of Art from 1986 to 2013
(28 years)

Masters (MFA)
Baccalaureate

Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville
Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville

John Boyless
Associate Professor, School ofTechnology Studies from 1989 to 2013
(24 years)
Masters
Baccalaureate

Eastern Michigan University
Eastern Michigan University

Dr. Betty Brown Chappell
Professor, Depa11ment of Social Work from 1996 to 2013
(1 7 years)
Doctoral
Masters
Baccalaureate

University of Michigan
University ofMichigan
University of Michigan

Dr. John Knapp
Professor, Department of Psychology from 1971 to 2013
(42 years)
Doctoral
Masters
Baccalaureate

University of Denver
University of Denver
Hope College

Gerald Lawver
Associate Professor, School ofTechnology Studies from 1970 to 2013
(43 years)
Ed. Specialist
Masters
Baccalaureate

Eastern Michigan University
Eastern Michigan University
Eastern Michigan University

Dr. Frances Martin
Professor, Department of Political Science from 1985 to 2013
(28 years)
Doctoral
Masters
Baccalaureate

University of Oklahoma
University of Oklahoma
University of Oklahoma

Dr. James Pfister
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science from 1970 to 2013
(43 years)

J.D.
Doctoral
Masters
Baccalaureate

University of Toledo
University of Michigan
University of Michigan
University of Michigan

Richard Washington
Associate Professor, Department of Art from 1970 to 2012
( 42 years)
Masters
Baccalaureate

Eastern Michigan University
Eastern Michigan University

SECTION:

5

DATE:

BOARD OF REGENTS

December 10, 2013

EASTERN MICIDGAN UNIVERSITY

RECOMMENDATION

LECTURER APPOINTMENTS
ACTION REQUESTED

It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve ( 12) new lecturer appointments for
the 2013-2014 academic year at the rank, salary, and effective date shown on the attached
listing.
STAFF SUMMARY

Of the twelve (12) appointments, nine (75%) are female and three (25%) are male.
Demographics show that eight (68%) are Caucasian, one (8%) is Hispanic, one (8%) is
African American, one (8%) is Asian and one (8%) did not report.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS

The salaries would be absorbed in the 2013-2014 personnel budget.
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION

The proposed action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

Universi4' Executive Officer

Date

LECTURER APPOINTMENTS

LAST NAME
Bearinger
Graham
Horace-Moore

FIRST
NAME
Amy
Jennifer
Marilyn

Labadie
MacDonald
Ouano Perren
Piippo
Prince
Ruellan
Stremler
Valenzuela lii
Wilcox Ill

Rae
Kevin
Dinah
Allison
Christine
Susan
Kay
Arthur
H

DEPARTMENT

RANK

SALARY

Comm Media and Theater Arts
Comm Media and Theater A1ts
Sociology Anthrop and
Criminology
Biology
Biology
World Languages
World Languages
Music and Dance
English as a Second Language ESL
English as a Second Language ESL
Comm Media and Theater Arts
Sociology Anthrop and
Criminology

Lecturer I
Lecturer lll
Lecturer I

$
$
$

32,500.00
38,000.00
32,500.00

EFFECTIVE
DATE
9/ 112013
9/ 1/2013
9/ 1/2013

Lecturer I
Lecturer I
Lecturer I
Lecturer I
Lecturer I
Lecturer I
Lecturer III
Lecturer I
Lecturer I

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

32,500.00
32,500.00
32,500.00
32,500.00
32,500.00
32,500.00
38,000.00
32,500.00
32,500.00

9/1 /2013
9/1 /2013
9/ 112013
9/ 1120 13
9/ 112013
9/1 /20 13
9/ l/2013
9/ 1/20 13
9/ 1/2013

BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSlTY

SECTION: 6
DATE:
December 10,2013

RECOMMENDATION
IN-STATE TUITION POLICY

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve the attached revisions to Board Policy
12.1.1 In State Classification for Tuition Purposes. The revisions provide for two additional
categories of students who are eligible for in-state tuition: those who have attended a Michigan
High School and those who have served in the active military, provided they have been
medically separated or honorably discharged. The effective date of the revisions is the fall2014
semester.

STAFF SUMMARY

The purpose of this Recommendation is to provide the opportunity for students who have
attended a Michigan High School for at least three years and have graduated from the high
school or thereafter received aGED to qualify for in-state tuition rates. These are students who
have deep connections to the state of Michigan and who have made contributions to the state by
virtue of the time they and their families have spent in Michigan.
The Board of Regents approved the EMU Vet Connect Award on October 9, 2009. The Vet
Connect establishes a tuition differential grant for non-Michigan resident United States Military
veterans who have served at least one year of active (non-reserve) duty and have been medically
separated or honorably discharged from service. The attached changes incorporate the terms of
the Vet Connect Award into the In-State Tuition Policy.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS

Increasing the number of students eligible for in-state tuition may result in a slight reduction in
revenues. However, any such reduction may be offset by an increase in enrollment by students
who attended Michigan high schools.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

University Executive Officer

Date
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children; G-4 - international organization officer or employee and members of immediate fami ly;
H- 1 -temporary worker of distinguished merit and ability; H-2- temporary worker performing
services unavailable in the U.S.; H-3 - trainee; H-4- spouse or child of H-I , H-2, or H-3; J-1 exchange visitor (limited to persons engaged as trainee, teacher, professor or research scholar); J2 - spouse or child of J-1 as limited above; L-1 - intracompany transferee; L-2 - spouse or child
ofL-1.
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for tuition purposes. Michigan migrants are defined as individuals who have made their
livelihood in seasonal work in the state of Michigan, and have traveled interstate fo r this
purpose. Migrant students shall be considered Michigan residents for tuition purposes if they, or
their parents or legal guardian, were employed in Michigan for at least two months during each
of three of the proceeding five years. Verification of employment as migrant workers should be
secured from the Michigan Farm Labor and Rural Manpower Services Office. Other appropriate
evidence also may be used be migrant workers to establish their status.
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duty member of the armed forces or his or her spouse or dependent qual ifies for ffi-stateln-State ___ status, that status will continue to be recognized as long as the student is continually enrolled in
the current degree program at the University.
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determining In-State tuition statusresidenee el~ss i fi~~tio_n . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________ __ -
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of attending the University rather than to establish domicile in Michigan, one who enrolls in the
University as an out of state student nonresident shall continue to be so classified throughout
his/her attendance as a student, unless and unti l fie/sfie demonstrates tfiat fiis/her previous
domicile fiRs been Rbandoned Rnd RMichigan dom icile is estahlished. a review is requested
when circumstances change to meet eligibility requirements below.
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controlling. All factors indicating an intent to make Michigan the student's domicile will be
considered by the University in classifyi ng a student.
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2. Former domicile in Michigan and maintenance of significant connections therein while absent.
3. Self-supporting reliance upon Michigan sources for fi nancial supp011 (verification of Michigan
income tax liability must be provided).
4. Continuous presence in Michigan during periods when not enrolled as a student.
5. Long-term mil itary commitments in Michigan.
6. Acceptance of an offer of permanent employment in Michigan (in a position not normally
filled by a student).
7. Ownership of real estate in Michigan.
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I . Voting or registration for voting.
Empioyment-iii any position-normally fillec(by-a-student~
3. A lease of living quarters.
4. A statement of intention to acquire a dom icile in Michigan.
5. Automobile registration, driver's license.
6. Other public record, e.g., birth records
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thereafter (a) graduated from an accred ited Michigan high school or (b)
received a Michigan General Educational Development High School
Equivalency Certificate (GED); and
2. Begin your education at Eastern Michigan Uni versity within 28 months of
graduation from the Michigan high school or receiving your GED.
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You may qualify fo r a grant of the difference between In-State and out of state tuition bv
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I. You are a veteran of the United States military. excluding service in the reserves;
and
2. You served in the United States Military for at least one year; and
3. You have been honorably discharged or medically separated from service.
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This grant will be based on 24 credit hours per year and wi ll be limited to the differential of InState and out of state tuition.
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enrollment. lf a student's circumstances should change to the extent that he/she "vould no longer --, ~ 
be considered-an -1n-State student ~,fichiga~R-resideR! for tuitio~ e~rpos~e~,~~ ~~retn-de~cr[b~~·- ~ ~ ~ \ ''
that student shall be reclassified as a an out of state studentRoRresideRt fo r tu ition purposes 12
\ \
months thereafter.
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Jh~ ~~~ i_nls!r~~<?_n_ i~ ~~tMrJ~e_9 _t<?. ~stabl ish procedures ang _d~l_eg~t~ ~t!tb<?.ljty .f<?.l~ c!_etermining

the ~eel n- Statc ~t~~~ 2f ~~den!s_fo~ ~u itlo_n _p_u~~o_s~s~ _ _ _

_ _____ ______ _

f. tuition recipro~i!)'_ '!gs~e_!n_e!1~ 'YLt~ 9_!1lo2 ~ntered into by the_~1Lc!1Lg~!:' §~a!e_ J?qasc! 9f
Education and the Ohio Board of Regent in 1980, allows an Ohio resident to attend Eastern
Michigan University at Michigan resident tuition rates. Monroe County residents can attend the
University ofToledo at Ohio resident tuition rates.
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f.._Q_e_!'s_op_e!ll:_o]lln_g_a~ ~~~t~r_!l }-:_!Lc~i_g~~ yp~v~~slt~ _:;~ajl_ ~e_cjas~ifi~~ ~s_ an In-State or out-of- __ -.. _ '',
state student resident or a non resident for tuition purposes. A student's residence In-State tuition '~ ,
status shall be determined at the time of his/her initial admission to the University. In order to .\ \'
determine the domi ciletuition status of a student, the fellov,o ing regulations in this policv will be
\ \
utilized~.;
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Establisl:tn~ent

of Residence. No student shall be eligible fe r classification as a resident fe r
tuition- pul·i)oses unless t he-stul ent has -demonsl,:-ate'd -that 'kel~he has estal31isllei domic ile iR-- -- -- - Michigan You may qualify fore In-State. tuit~on _by demonstrating that you are al!£nnam:nllegal __ _
Michigan or Ohio resident and are coming to the state for reasons primaril y other than to attend "'\,
the Uni versity. The following criteria will be used to determine ln- S tate. t~ i ti on status: _ _ _ ____ 1
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L Minors and Dependents over 18. The domicile of a student who is not yet 18 years of age

1\

I '
I\

I\
follows that of the student's parents or legal guardian. If that student's parents or legal guardian
would qualify in accordance with the University's regulations for determining resideneeln-State
\
tuition status classificati on, that student shall be considered In-Stale a Micl:t i:gan res iden~ ... \ I
tuition purposes.
---- - - - - ', ',
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by their parents or guardians at the time of registration and for the tax year preceding the year in
which they register will be classified for tuition purposes as though they were minors.
F1.~ ~<?~d_ep~n_d~~t-~t~:~c!_e_n~s_ ______ _ __ ___ _
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f.._n_in<_!ep~ndent ~tude!!~~ !!_~e_a~s_ ~f age

or o lder_i~ ~~n~Ld~t:_e9 eligible for l'_e?i_!l~~c~~n:Statc
tuition elassificatieA if the student has demonstrated that he/she has established permanent legal
res idence demicile in Michigan.
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M_iw_a!l~ status

is one fa~~O.! ~~nsid_ered when d~~e!l!! Lni~g_if ~student is_<_!o~i~i!e9__if! !v1_i~h igan
for tuition purposes. Michigan migrants are defined as individuals who have made their
livelihood in seasonal work in the state of Michigan, and have traveled interstate for this
purpose. Migrant students shall be considered Michigan residents for tuition purposes if they, or
their parents or legal guardian, were employed in Michigan fo r at least two months during each
of three of the proceeding fi ve years. Verification of employment as migrant workers should be
secured from the Michigan Farm Labor and Rural Manpower Services Office. Other appropriate
evidence also may be used be migrant workers to establish their status.
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will be granted ffi..st.a.teln-State tuition if the member of the armed forces is a Michigan resident
(and has not establishe~cy in another state) -or Is-stationed in -tvii'chfgan.-6n-ce ·~m active
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of attending the University rather than to establish domicile in Michigan, one who enrolls in the
University as an out of state student nonresident shall continue to be so classified throughout
his/her attendance as a student, unless af!d ~:~ntil he/she demonstrates that his/her previo~:~s
domici le has been abandoned and a Michigan domicile is established. a review is requested
when circumstances change to meet eligibility requirements below.
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controlling. All factors indicating an intent to make Michigan the student's domicile will be
considered by the University in classifying a student.
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2. Former domici le in Michigan and maintenance of significant connections therein while absent.
3. Self-supporting reliance upon Michigan sources for financial support (verification of Michigan
income tax liabi lity must be provided).
4. Continuous presence in Michigan during periods when not enrolled as a student.
5. Long-term military commitments in Michigan.
6. Acceptance of an offer of permanent employment in Michigan (in a position not normally
filled by a student).
7. Ownership of real estate in Michigan.
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3. A lease of living quarters.
4. A statement of intention to acquire a domicile in Michigan.
5. Automobile registration, driver's license.
6. Other publ ic record, e.g., birth records
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2. Begin your education at Eastern Michigan University with in 28 months of
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You may qualify for a grant of the difference between In-State and out of state tuition by
demonstrati ng all of the fo ll owing:
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I. You are a veteran of the United States military. excluding service in the rese1ves;
and
2. You served in the United States Military for at least one year; and
3. You have been honorably discharged or medically separated from service.
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This grant wi ll be based on 24 credit hours per year and will be limited to the differential of l nState and out of state tuition.
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12.1.1. In-State Classification For Tuition Purposes
Effective Date: 11-1 7- 1971
Revision Date: 6- 17-2008

UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT
Policy for the Establishment of In-State Tuition
I.

Regulations for Determining In-State Classification

A person enrolling at Eastern Michigan University shall be classified as an In-State or out-ofstate student for tuition purposes. A student's In-State tuition status shall be determined at the
time ofhis/her initial admission to the University. In order to determine the tuition status of a
student, the regulations in this policy will be utilized.
II.

Eligibility Through Michigan Residence.

You may qualify for In-State tuition by demonstrating that you are a permanent legal Michigan
or Ohio resident and are coming to the state for reasons primarily other than to attend the
University. The following criteria will be used to determine In-State tuition status:
A.

Criteria for Establishing In-State Tuition through Michigan Residence

1.
Minors and Dependents over 18. The domicile of a student who is not yet 18 years of
age follows that ofthe student's parents or legal guardian. If that student's parents or legal
guardian would qualify in accordance with the University's regulations for determining In-State
tuition status, that student shall be considered In-State for tuition purposes.
Students 18 years of age or older who are claimed as dependents for federal income tax purposes
by their parents or guardians at the time of registration and for the tax year preceding the year in
which they register will be classified for tuition purposes as though they were minors.
2.

Nondependent Students

An independent student 18 years of age or older is considered eligible for In-State tuition if the
student has demonstrated that he/she has established permanent legal residence in Michigan.
3.

Spouse

The domicile of a student who otherwise would be classified as out of state for tuition purposes
will follow that of the student's spouse, if the spouse is eligible for classification as In-State for
tuition purposes (applicable only to U.S. citizens or to aliens admitted to the United States in
accordance with subsection 4).
4.

Aliens

An alien (noncitizen) student shall be eligible for In-State tuition if he/she is domicile in the
United States and meets the criteria below:

In order to demonstrate that he/she is domicile in the United States, the student must be a
permanent resident, or an alien with one of the following visa classifications, or an alien with
other documentation from the Immigration and Naturalization Services that reflects such status.
Visa classifications: E-1 -treaty trader, spouse, and children; E-2- treaty investor, spouse, and
children; G-4 - international organization officer or employee and members of immediate family;
H-1 - temporary worker of distinguished merit and ability; H-2 - temporary worker performing
services unavailable in the U.S.; H-3- trainee; H-4- spouse or child ofH-1 , H-2, or H-3; J-1exchange visitor (limited to persons engaged as trainee, teacher, professor or research scholar); J2 - spouse or child of J-1 as limited above; L-1 - intracompany transferee; L-2 - spouse or child
ofL-1.
5.

Migrants

Migrant status is one factor considered when determining if a student is domiciled in Michigan
for tuition purposes. Michigan migrants are defined as individuals who have made their
livelihood in seasonal work in the state of Michigan, and have traveled interstate for this
purpose. Migrant students shall be considered Michigan residents for tuition purposes if they, or
their parents or legal guardian, were employed in Michigan for at least two months during each
of three of the proceeding five years. Verification of employment as migrant workers should be
secured from the Michigan Farm Labor and Rural Manpower Services Office. Other appropriate
evidence also may be used be migrant workers to establish their status.
6.

Active Duty Members of the Military, their Spouses and Dependents

Active duty members ofthe armed forces of the United States and their spouses and dependents
will be granted In-State tuition if the member of the armed forces is a Michigan resident (and has
not established residency in another state) or is stationed in Michigan. Once an active duty
member of the armed forces or his or her spouse or dependent qualifies for In-State status, that
status will continue to be recognized as long as the student is continually enrolled in the current
degree program at the University.
The spouse or dependent of a person who died while serving in a branch of the U.S. military
service shall be eligible for In-State tuition purposes if that military service person qualified in
accordance with the University's regulations for determining In-State tuition status.

7.

U.S. Military Service Veteran

A veteran of a branch of the U.S. military service (excluding reserve programs) shall be eligible
for classification as In-State for tuition purposes if that person qualifies in accordance with the
University's regulations for detem1ining residence classification.

B.

Guidelines for Establishing In-State Tuition Status Based on Residence

Since a student normally comes to Eastern Michigan University for the primary or sole purpose
of attending the University rather than to establish domicile in Michigan, one who enrolls in the
University as an out of state student shall continue to be so classified throughout his/her
attendance as a student, unless a review is requested when circumstances change to meet
eligibility requirements below.
The following guidelines and criteria shall be applied when reviewing a student's classification.
It is recognized that no one of the following criteria shall, standing alone, necessarily be
controlling. All factors indicating an intent to make Michigan the student's domicile will be
considered by the University in classifying a student.
The following facts and circumstances, although not necessarily conclusive, have probate
value in support of a claim for In-State tuition.
A.

1. Domicile in Michigan of family, guardian or other relatives or persons legally responsible for
the student.
2. Former domicile in Michigan and maintenance of significant connections therein while
absent.
3. Self-supporting reliance upon Michigan sources for financial support (verification of
Michigan income tax liability must be provided).
4. Continuous presence in Michigan during periods when not enrolled as a student.
5. Long-term military commitments in Michigan.
6. Acceptance of an offer of permanent employment in Michigan (in a position not normally
filled by a student).
7. Ownership of real estate in Michigan.
B.
Please note: The following circumstances, standing alone, shall not constitute sufficient
evidence of domicile to effect classification of a student as In-State under these regulations:
1. Voting or registration for voting.
2. Employment in any position normally filled by a student.
3. A lease of living quarters.
4. A statement of intention to acquire a domicile in Michigan.
5. Automobile registration, driver's license.
6. Other public record, e.g. , birth records

III.

Establishing Eligibility Through Attendance at Michigan Schools

You may qualify for In-State tuition by demonstrating all of the following:
A.
You attended an accredited Michigan high school for at least 3 years and thereafter (a)
graduated from an accredited Michigan high school or (b) received a Michigan General
Educational Development High School Equivalency Certificate (GED); and

B.
You began your education at Eastern Michigan University within 28 months of
graduation from the Michigan high school or receiving your GED.
IV.

Veteran Status

You may qualify for a grant of the difference between In-State and out of state tuition by
demonstrating all ofthe following:
A.

You are a veteran ofthe United States military, excluding service in the reserves; and

B.

You served in the United States Military for at least one year; and

C.

You have been honorably discharged or medically separated from service.

This grant will be based on 24 credit hours per year and will be limited to the differential of InState and out of state tuition.
V. Reclassification of In-State Status
A student' s In-State status may be reviewed at each re-enrollment. If a student's circumstances
should change to the extent that he/she would no longer be considered an In-State student for
tuition purposes, as herein described, that student shall be reclassified as a an out of state student
for tuition purposes 12 months thereafter.
It shall be the responsibility of all students, prior to registering, to raise questions in Student
Business Services regarding their right to be registered as an In-State student for tuition purposes.
The administration is authorized to establish procedures and delegate authority for determining the
In-State status of students for tuition purposes.
A tuition reciprocity agreement with Ohio, entered into by the Michigan State Board of Education
and the Ohio Board of Regent in 1980, allows an Ohio resident to attend Eastern Michigan
University at Michigan resident tuition rates. Monroe County residents can attend the University of
Toledo at Ohio resident tuition rates.
Authority for C reation and Revision
Minutes of the Board of Regents, November 17, 1971 , para . . 104 7M.
Minutes of the Board of Regents, August 26, 1987, para . .3537M

Minutes of the Board of Regents, December 2, 2003, para .. 6201 M.
Minutes of the Board of Regents, January 20 , 2004, para .. 6222M.
Minutes of the Board of Regents, June 17, 2008

BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MI C HIGAN U N IVERSITY

SECTION:
DATE:

December 10,2013

RECOMMENDATION

Confirmation of the Recommendation to Approve EMU's submission of the Michigan
Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) Storm Water Asset Management and Waste
Water (SAW) Grant Application.

ACTION REQUESTED

It is recommended that the Board of Regents confirm the action taken at the Special Meeting of
the Board of Regents on November 20,20 13. At that meeting, the Board approved the
submission of the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) Storm Water Asset
Management and Waste Water (SAW) Grant Application.
STAFF SUMMARY

The Board of Regents held a special meeting on November 20, 2013 pursuant to Regents Bylaw
3.04. The purpose ofthe meeting was to approve the submission of the above-described grant in
a timely manner. The Board now hereby confirms the action taken at the special meeting on
November 20, 2013.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS

There are no fiscal implications.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION

The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

ltJniirersity Executive Officer

Date

7

BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MI C HI GAN UNIVERSITY

SECTION: 8
DATE:
Dec . 10 , 2013

RECOMMENDATION

Appointment of Eagle Administrative Services Board Member
ACTION REQUESTED
In accordance with the Eagle Administrative Services By-laws, Article III, Section 3.2, it is
recommended that the Board of Regents reappoint Regent Floyd Clack to serve a two-year term
on the Eagle Administrative Services Board from January 1, 2014- December 31,2015 .

STAFF SUMMARY
Not applicable

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

University Executive Officer

Date

BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

SECTION: 9
DATE:
-Dec. 10, 2013

RECOMMENDATION

Appointment of Education Achievement Authority Board Member
ACTION REQUESTED
In accordance with the attached recommendation from President Martin, and consistent with the
purpose and the mission of the Education Achievement Authority, it is recommended that the
Board of Regents approve the appointment ofProvost and Executive Vice President Kim
Schatzel to the Authority Board of the Education Achievement Authority effective January 1,
2014. Provost Schatzel will replace Dr. Jann Joseph on the Education Achievement Authority
Board.

STAFF SUMMARY
Section 4.01 ofthe Interlocal Agreement Between the Board of Regents ofEastern Michigan
University and the School District for the City of Detroit provides that the governing body of the
University shall appoint two persons to the Authority Board of the Education Achievement
Authority. The appointment of Provost Kim Schatzel is made pursuant to this section.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

University Executive Officer

Date

EASTERN

MI CHIG AN U NIVERSITY
Education First

To :

OFFICE

of the

PRESIDENT
emich.edu

Chairman Francine Parker

From: Susan Martin, President
Date:

Nove mb er 26, 2013

I am recommending the appointment of Eastern Michigan University's (EMU ) Provost and
Executive Vice President Kim Schatzel to the Authority Board of the Education Achievement
Authority (EAA) effective January 1, 2014.
Th e lnterlocal Agreement between the Board of Regents of EMU and the School District for the
City of Detroit provides that the governing body of the University shall appoint t wo persons to
the Authority Board and this recommend ation is made pursuant to this.
As EMU Provost , Dr. Schatzel is the chief academic officer at EMU and oversees all the school s
and co ll eges, including the Coll ege of Education. Her cross-functional expertise includ es
busin ess, manufacturing, and marketing as we ll as deep expert ise in education. Her experience
includ es appointm ent as a faculty memb er and an academic admin istrator at every level. She
ha s bee n a leader in ad opting curricu lum and trainin g students for the demands of the cu rrent
eco nomy. Provost Schatze l has been recognized at th e coll egiate leve l with a distin guished
teaching award for her outstanding ability to educate.
Dr. Sc hat zel has a stron g commitment to edu cation at the universit y level and a deep beli ef in
th e mission of th e Michigan K-12 public school syst em. Her se rvice on the Boa rd of Tru stees of
Eton Academy, a K-12 school for students with reading, attention and other learning challenges
rounds out the faculty and administrative experience she has at the collegiate level.
Provost Schatzel has extensive academic leadership experience. Her success in advanci ng
academic excellence and in strategica lly building academic programs responsive to the needs of
today's students and employers and th e St ate of Michigan make her ideally suited for
appointm ent t o the Authority Board at th e Education Achi evement Authority.

cc:

Kim Schat ze l
Vicki Reaume
Gloria Hage

202 Welch Hall, Ypsilanti, Ml 48 197 · 734.487.2211 • Fax: 734.487.9100

SECTION:

11

DATE:

BOARD OF REGENTS

December 10, 2013

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

RECOMMENDATION

STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND MINUTES
ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Student Affairs Committee Agenda for December 10, 2013 and the
Minutes of October 1, 2013 be received and placed on file.

STAFF SUMMARY
The December 10, 2013 agenda for the Student Affairs Committee includes a presentation about
2013-14 Student Leader Group priorities and a presentation about a Phased Tobacco-Free
Campus.
In addition, several am1otmcements will be made.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed actimNlas been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

University Executive Officer

Date

Eastern Michigan University
Board of Regents

Student Affairs Comm ittee

Tuesday, December 10, 2013
10:00 a.m.

Room 205
Welch Hall

Agenda
1. Approva l of agenda and October 1, 2013 minutes

Regent Fitzsimmons

2. 2013-14 Stu dent Leader Group Priorities Updates

St udent l eade r Gro up
Members

3. Phased Tobacco-Free Campus

Kay Woodiel, Rebecca
Fran k, Kat elyn Coberley

4. Announcements

Eastern Michigan University
Board of Regents
Student Affairs Committee

Minutes of October 1, 2013
MEMBERS PRESENT

Regents :

Beth Fitzsimmons, Mike Hawks

Administration:

Reggie Barnes, Ellen Gold, Lucas Langdon, Perry Francis, Provost Kim Schatzel

Students:

Nto Agbor, llkhomjon Amanov, Rachel Cane, Katelyn Coberley, Cherese Dafney,
Melissa Heatlie, Caroline Horste, Brent Myrand, Ameila Parnis, Jumanah Saadeh,
Renee Walton

GUESTS

Administration:

(as signed in) Sharon Abraham, Chris Aris, Meredith Blaine, Marney Buss, Jasmina
Camo-Biogradlija, Dave Carroll, Jim Cavanaugh, Rebecca Frank, Becky Janes,
Robertta Goffeney, J. Silva Goncalves, Leigh Greden, Esther Gunel, Gloria Hage, Bob
Heighes, Jesus Hernandez, Rebecca Janes, Jeff Kentor, Sarah Kersey-Otto, Kevin
Kucera, Geoff Larcom, Mary Larkin, Lisa Lauterbach, Kevin Lawson, Mandy Lefeld,
Blake Navarre, Jeff Nesmith, Sarah Kersey Otto, Michelle Paul, Carl Powell, Bill Shell,
Tom Stevick, Colleen Thomkins, Kathy Walz, Gretchen Ward, Eric Ward, Ron Woody,
Casey Wooster

Students:

Kyle Corbett, Desmond Miller, Joshua Moermond, Nino Monea

Other:

Cathie McClure, Glenna Frank Miller, Greg Peoples

Regent Fitzsimmons convened the meeting at 10:30am. Minutes from the June 18, 2013 meeting
were approved.
2013-14 Student Leader Group Priorities

Katelyn Coberley and Melissa Heatlie explained the goals ofthe current Student Leader Group and
also the process use d to select priorities. The 2013-14 Student Leader Group has four priority subcommittees: Green/Sustainability, which will emphasize more recycling on campus and work to
create a campus Sustainability Office; Retention/Completion, which will work to increase awareness
of the University Advising and Career Development office, and include a focus on internships and
employment; Assisted Learning, ADA and Health Services, which will work with the Disability
Resource Center Advisory Board and focu s on implementing a more user-friendly website; and
Gender Neutral Policy and Restrooms, which will work on the campus Gender Neutral policy wording
and adding more gender neutral restrooms on campus.

First Four Orientation Report
Lucas Langdon, Interim Campus Life Director, and Caroline Horste, Campus Life Graduate Assistant
and Student Leader Group Campus Life representative, shared details about the 2013 First Four
Orientation weekend, held on August 31-September 3, 2013. Opening weekend requires the help of
many staff and volunteers. The Residence Life Office spent two weeks training 122 student staff
members. 187 New Student Orientation Assistants were trained by the 0-Team. The campus
welcomed 1,956 new freshman students. 3,464 students moved into the Residence Halls, and 465
students moved into campus apartments. Nearly 250 students from clubs, as well as faculty and staff,
helped with Move-in Magic.
Fusion First Four activities and events were intentional and outcomes driven. On Saturday, commuter
students and families attended a session designed especially for them. A convocation ceremony for
all incoming students was held in the afternoon. This ceremony signified the beginning of the college
experience at EMU . On Sunday, students attended Life in the Classroom sessions, meeting professors
and learning what the college class experience will be like. The CloseUp theatre group performed,
focusing on issues that college students will face . Monday included Playfair, a giant ice-breaker event,
and a keynote speaker who focused on time management. Tuesday offered community service
opportunities sponsored by the VISION Office, YpsiFest and the L.I.V.E. Welcome Week
Faculty/Student mixer, sponsored by Diversity and Community Involvement.
Assessment of previous orientation feedback led to a redesign of classroom tours and the addition of
a keynote speaker on Monday. Lucas mentioned that an online survey has been made available to
students who attended orientation. A preliminary review of 2013 assessment data indicates that
students would like more interactive activities, as well as more unstructured time.
Lucas recognized all ofthe volunteers who worked the 2013 Orientation weekend. He also stated that
Amy Barnhart had done an excellent job coordinating the program. Regent Fitzsimmons thanked
Lucas and Caroline for the Orientation events and presentation.

Student Conduct Code Revisions
Jesu s Hernandez made a presentation about revisions to the Eastern Michigan University Student
Conduct Code. A comprehensive review of the policy must be completed every four years. The
Student Conduct and Community Standard s office is responsible for working with a committee to
update the Conduct Code. The committee reviews the code, including the policies, consequences and
sanctions for inappropriate behavior, and recommends updates and changes.
A few of the proposed changes include language changes to ensure consistency throughout the
document, eliminating language that resembles the criminal court process, ensuring that the
language reflects an educational environment, modifying procedures to reflect best practices and
adding a new section to address sexual misconduct. This new section will include key definitions,
information about how to file a complaint, a description of the investigation process, rights of the
complainant, and a statement of confidentiality.

Jesus requested the support of the Student Affairs Committee. Proposed Code changes will be shared
with key stakeholders on campus, including the Student Leader Group, Student Government, Faculty
Senate, Residence Hall Association, InterFraternity Council and the College Panhellenic Council.
The recommended changes will be presented to the Educational Policies Committee at the December
2013 meeting. Final approval by the Board of Regents at the December 10, 2013 meeting is necessary
to implement the changes.
Regent Fitzsimmons asked if the four year review is an EMU or national requirement. Jesus stated
that it is an EMU requirement. Some universities review conduct codes every year, some do not.
Student Government Priorities
Desmond Miller presented 2013-14 Student Government priorities. These priorities include: a
Student Organization Participation Survey, which will help direct interested students to student
organizations; the Gateway Scholarship, which will help undocumented and under-privileged
students attend EMU; building stronger ties with the City of Ypsilanti; making voter registration easily
available to EMU students; instituting long term class registration; improving my.emich; improving
parking regulations; increasing the number of universal restrooms on campus; a tuition rebate
incentive; a weekly email to students about upcoming events; campus facility renovations; increased
campus sustainability; increased community service participation by students; AATA bus passes; and
more outreach to students by Student Government, including monthly surveys.

Regent Fitzsimmons asked if voter registration is tied to vehicle registration in Michigan. Leigh
Greden replied that it is tied to a person's driver's license. Regent Hawks affirmed that building
stronger ties to the Ypsilanti community is a good idea.
Announcements
• Caroline Horste announced that 2013 Homecoming was held on September 21, 2013.
• Caroline Horste stated that Sorority recruitment closed on 9-28-13, and 99 women joined
campus sororities.
• Caroline Horste also announced that Campus Life has two lectures scheduled -John
Meachum on October 15 and Andrew Sullivan on November 12.
• llkhomjon Amanov shared that International Student Orientation was held August 31September 3.
• llkhomjon Amanov stated that International Week is scheduled for November 11-15, 2013.
• llkhomjon announced that International Movie night will be held on October 22 in the EMU
Student Center.
• Regent Fitzsimmons asked if Colors in Harmony is planned for the year. llkhomjon answered
that it will occur in March 2014.
• Renee Walton stated that candidates for the Director of the Disability Resource Center will be
on campus for interviews October 2, 3 and 4, 2013. Please plan to attend the forums and open
sessions in the Disability Resource Center conference room.

•

Renee Walton also shared that the Student Well ness Advisory Board is working to represent
student health concerns, distribute $400 wellness grants and continues to work with campus
Health Services.

Regents Fitzsimmons asked committee members to introduce themselves and state the area of the
student body that they are representing.

The meeting adjourned at 11:05am.
Respectfully submitted,

Michele Rich
Student Affairs Committee Recording Secretary
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Phased Tobacco Free Campus

Eastern Michigan University
Student Government, Student Leader Group, HLED 550 .

@ NO SMOKING
WITHIN 25FT. OF BUilDING
ENTRANCE & AIR INTAKE

The current policy
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However, the policy is
frequently violated
and not enforced.
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Pray Harrold: 15 feet
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Do EMU students smoke?
• 2011 NCHA II Survey
• 10.1 % are frequent smokers
• 2.0% are often smokers
• 6.8% rarely smoke
• 19.7% have used in past 30
days
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Would you support a phased appro ach toward a t o b acco free ca mpus at El'tU?

As of November Bth, 2013:

Total votes: 3257

•Yes: 69.3%
•No: 30.6%

Nationally
• 1,182 campuses are smoke free
• All public universities in Arkansas, Iowa,
and Oklahoma are tobacco free.

EASTER
3
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What's happening in Michigan?
• Central Michigan is the latest for Tobacco Free Campus
• July 2014
• CMU conducted survey in February, 70% of the 4,700
respondents supported

• University of Michigan: 2011
• Washtenaw Community College: 2005
• 17 other campuses are 100% tobacco free

iii EASTER
Risk for the Non Smoker
• Second Hand Smoke is a
Carcinogen
• Lung Cancer

• Cardiovascular Effects
• Asthma Attacks, Coughing,
Wheezing
• Environmental Damage
• Pollutants
• Aesthetics
Bin outside Porter
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Non Smoker Testimonial
" ... the area around the southwest entrance of Pray Harrold
has become an area dedicated to smoking .. .you can
always find a handful of people smoking on the sidewalk
and rock landscape outside the main doors ... the fresh air
turns into a cloud of smoke."

Non Smoker Testimonial
"As someone who is allergic to tobacco products and
walks around campus frequently ...l've asked myself if I value
being able to breathe well by taking the lesser travel
path ... lf our campus were to phase out smoking ... my life
here at Eastern would improve dramatically."
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Proposed Phases
Effective immediately:
• Education, advocacy
• Work with Grounds to mark all areas
• Work wit h VISION for an environmental "clean up"

• Smoking cessation programs for students and staff
• Work with Wellness Center and HR

• Begin Bystander training

Proposed Phases
Beginning Summer 2014:
• Smoking on perimeter of campus only
• Awareness of upcoming policy change
• Cessation programs, Education and Bystander training
continue

Ji EASTER
l

~
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Proposed Phases
Beginning Fall 2014:
• Tobacco Free Campus
• Cessation programs and Education continue

Smoking Rights
• Not taking rights away from smokers
• Smokers are not protected legally through Equal
Protection or Due Process Clauses of the Constitution

i! EASTER
l
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Let's Change the Norm
Eastern Michigan University Students are requesting the BOR
adopt a new policy:

A phased approach to a
Tobacco Free Campus

di EASTER
1 1

Positive PR for EMU
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Questions?

di EASTER
'i)
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BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERS IT Y

SECTION: 12
DATE:
December 10, 2013

RECOMMENDATION

ATHLETIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

ACTION REQUESTED
It is requested that the Board of Regents receive and place on file the working agenda for the
December 10, 2013 meeting and October 1, 20 13 minutes.

STAFF SUMMARY
• Approval ofTuesday, October 1, 2013 Minutes
• Reese and Jacoby Cup
• Community Service Initiatives
• Academic News
• Updated StaffNews
• Letter Jacket Ceremony-December 2nd
• Men's and Women's Basketball updates
• Fall Sport Reports

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
To be determined

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval

University ExecutiveJOfficer

Date

BOARD OF REGENTS
ATHLETIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
December 10,2013
201 Welch Hall
9:00am

AGENDA
A.

Approval ofTuesday, October 1, 2013 Minutes

B.

Reese and Jacoby Cup
a. Current Standings
1.

n.

C.

Reese-1st place-EMU, 2nd place-Akron,

3rd

place CMU

Jacoby-1st place-EMU, 2nd place-Miami, 3rd place CMU

Community Service Initiatives
a.

2nd

and Seven Foundation reading program-every Friday student

athletes read to 2m1 grade classrooms in Ypsi lanti elementary schools
b. Department of Athletics Holiday Party-Salvation Army

D.

Academic News
a. Federal graduation rates
1.

2010-11-56%

ii. 2011-12-60%
iii.

2012-13-64%

b. Graduation success rates
i.

2010-11-72%

11.

2011-12-74%

lll.

2012-13-77%

c. Academic Excellence Award-15 SAs were honored for their academic
accomplishments dming the 2012-13 academic year. This award
honors student-athletes who have graduated in the past academic year

with a minimum 3.80 cumulative grade-point average and have also
participated in at least two years of intercollegiate athletics at a
Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) institution. Our 15 athletes not only
lead the MAC in honored student-athletes, but the count also ranks
second among all eligible schools, bested only by Baylor University's
18 honorees.

E.

Updated StaffNews
a. Associate Athletic Director for Development search is underway
b. Head Football Coach search

F.

Letter Jacket Ceremony-December 2nd

G.

Men's and Women's Basketball updates
a. Rock the Rec
b. Shuttle system

c. Floor seats

H.

Fall Sport Reports
a. Men's Cross Country-4 111 consecutive MAC Championship
b. Women's Cross Country
c. Football
d. Women's Soccer-Regular Season MAC Champions, Hosted MAC
Tournament
e. Women's Volleyball
f.

HL!Ib
Agenda December I 0, 20 13.doc

All winter sports are underway

Eastern Michigan University
Board of Regents
ATHLETIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Minutes of October 1, 2013
Members:
Regents:
Athletics:

Chair Mike Hawks, Mary Lang, James Webb
Heather Lyke, Athletics Director /Vice President

Regent Mike Hawks called the Athletic Affairs Committee meeting to order at 8:30am.
Minutes approved by Mary Lang.
Heather Lyke was introduced as the new Athletic Director, the 12th AD in EMU history.
Heather Lyke introduced new Softball Coach, Melissa Gentile. Coach Gentile brings five years of NCAA
Division I coaching experience which includes one year as a head coach at Jacksonville University, four
years as an assistant coach at Central Michigan University and Eastern Michigan University. Most
recently, she has spent the past seven years as the owner /director of Powerline Softball in Clearwater,
Florida. In total, she has tutored 28 NCAA All-Conference, 18 All-Region and numerous high school AllAmerican selections.

Organizational Structure:
Communication:
Internally in the Athletics Department we are trying to build a team, emphasizing it is a privilege to be an
Eagle. We have adopted the Eagles Unite Theme. In addition, we have begun to have monthly coaches and
staff meetings. These meetings bring the department together to share knowledge , voice concerns and bring the
University to us, by inviting guest speakers from the campus community.
Organization:
We have three Sport Administrators on hand; Heather Lyke, Christopher Hoppe, Melody Reifel Werner.
The role of Sport Administrator was created to enhance the teams. We wanted all the coaches to feel like
they had someone there to support them. We hired a new Faculty Athletic Representative; Edward
Sidlow, is both engaging and enthusiastic about Athletics. Matthew Jakobsze will join the Athletic
Department beginning on October 28, 2013 as the Associate Athletic Director for Compliance.
University Activities:
To feel a part of the University, Athletics has offered to ass ist with many recent on campus activities. All
staff were required to attend Lunch at the Lake House with President Martin in August. Many of our
teams and staff joined the University community in welcoming new students with making house calls and
helping with move in day.
Department CPR Training:
The Athletics Department recently went through CPR Training.
Community Service Initiative:
Something that is very important to the Athletics Department is for the student athletes to become visible
in the community. One way we are doing this is by participating in the Tackling Illi teracy Program with
the 2nd & 7 Foundation. The mission of The 2nd & 7 Foundation is to promote reading by providing free
books and positive role models to kids in need , while encouraging young athletes of the community to pay it
forward.

Eagles Unite Games:
The Eagles Unite Games are a new tradition of athletes attending games not to play , but to cheer on their fellow
teammates . The Athletic Department requested each head coach to select a game on their schedule to designate
as their Eagles Unite game. Based on the coach's feedback , a year-long schedule for the Eagles Unite campaign
was developed. Every student-athlete is encouraged to attend these specific games affiliated with the Eagles
Unite campaign as an opportunity to show their school pride, while building camaraderie amongst other
student-athletes . Every student-athlete was given an Eagles Unite t-shirt at their fall kick-off meeting to wear
proudly at the game. The women's soccer game against Northern Illinois University, Sept. 27, was the first
Eagles Unite game of the season.

Reese and Jacoby Cup-Education and Awareness:
The Reese (Men) and Jacoby (Women) Cup is awarded to the school with the highest average , based on finishes
in the men ' s and women ' s sports . Baseball, Men 's and Women ' s Basketball, Football, Soccer, Softball, Tennis,
Volleyball and Wrestling receive points based on their Regular Season record. Cross Country & Track , Golf,
Gymnastics and Sw imming & Diving receive points based on the MAC Championship fini sh. EMU has won
the Reese Cup four times in 40 years and has been runner-up six times. We have never won the Jacoby Cup in
29 years . We have on ly been runner-up twice.

Branding Initiatives-Block E:
Athletics is moving forward with the Block E. Everything from uniforms to stationary will be changed.

Fundraising Updates:
Short term facility or sport program needs:
Athletics is going to review our revenue opportunities: Concessions/Parking/Tickets. We are also going
to assess all of our facilities. Visually we need to look appealing to recruits. Needs, costs, prioritizing all
guide fundraising initiatives.

Upcoming opportunities to entertain potential donors:
We will entertain donors at the Army and Northern Illinois Football Games and at Kentucky, Purdue,
Duke and Syracuse Men's Basketball Games.

Fall Sport Reports:
We have 59 student athletes in the Honors Programs. Current Athletics GPA is 3.19. There are currently
209 scholar athletes. (W) Soccer has started out very strong with 2-0 in the MAC Conference

Heather Lyke finished by thanking everyone for the opportunity to lead the Athletics Department and
positively impact the lives of the student-athletes. Opportunity to be more than a staff member, to be a
difference maker. Opportunity to be more than a student-athlete, to be a champion.

Respectfully submitted,

Lori Barron
Administrative Secretary

SECTION: 13
DATE:

BOARD OF REGENTS

December 10,2013

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

RECOMMENDATION

FACULTY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND MINUTES
ACTION REQUESTED
It is requested that the Faculty Affairs Committee Agenda for December 10, 2013 and the
Minutes of the October 1, 2013 meeting be received and placed on file.

STAFF SUMMARY
The topic for the December 10, 2013 Faculty Affairs Committee meeting is " Discussion of State
and National Performance Funding Metrics for Higher Education: The Actual and Potential
Impact on EMU."
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
There is no fiscal impact.
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

Universi1/Y Executive Officer

Date

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents
Faculty Affairs Com mittee
December 10, 2013
8:00-8:45 am
205 Welch Hall

AGENDA

Regular Agenda Items
Agenda and Minutes (Regent Stapleton, Chail)

Discussion Topic
"Discussion of State and National Performance Funding Metrics for Higher Education: The
Actual and Potential Impact on EMU"

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF REGENTS

FACULTY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE MINUTES
October 1, 2013
9:30-10:15 a.m.
205 Welch Hall

Attendees (seated at tables): R. Baier, H. Bunsis, J. Carroll, D. Clearwater, M. Crouch, R. Jones, J.
Kindred, J. Kullberg, M. McVey, S. Norton, Regent Parker (Vice Chair), M. Rahman, Provost Schatzel,
Regent Stapleton (Chair), S. Vivek and M. Yaya.
Guests (as signed in): R. Barnes, J. Bishop, D. deLaski-Smith, A. Dow, P. Francis, E. Gold, T.
Harrold, J. Joseph, L. Klopfer, B. Kubitskey, M. LaPotie, P. Liggit, R. Longworth, C. Powell, W. Shell,
M. Werner and R. Woody.
Regent Stapleton opened the meeting at 9:30a.m.
Monthly Report and Minutes (Regent Stapleton, Chair) (Section )
Regent Stapleton requested that the Faculty Affairs Committee Agenda for October 1, 2013 and the
Minutes of the April16, 2013 meeting be received and placed on file.
Discussion Topic- Globalization
Sandy Norton, Faculty Senate President and Professor of English began the discussion. Margaret
Crouch (CAS), Judith Kullberg (CAS), Shiri Vivek (COB), and Michael McVey (COE) presented
" Global Engagement: Maximizing the Return on EMU's Investment in International Programs." It was
discussed that one of the impetus at EMU is that our international effmis across campus are fragmented.
The issues presented associated with this fragmentation are, lack of institutional knowledge about
programs and activities, weak communication among stakeholders leading to logical partnerships across
campus not being developed, duplication of effort, misuse and underutilization of resources, ad hoc
funding, lack of continuity in programs, and lack of forward movement. The solution of an International
Center was proposed. This Center would be faculty-led, academically orientated, a coordination of
international grants, curricular initiatives, research and engagement with the global community and a
clearinghouse for all academic international initiatives and expertise.
A comparison of international coordination at peer institutions was presented, indicating that EMU is
one of the few Universities not to have a center or institute to coordinate international efforts. Provost
Schatzel agreed that this issue resonates with everyone around the table. This will require follow-up
and she looks forward to collaborating on this issue.

Faculty Affairs Committee Meeting Minutes October 1. 2013, continued

Regent Stapleton thanked all and adjourned the meeting at 10:15 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Debbie Clearwater
Executive Assistant
Office of the Provost
Academic and Student Affairs

SECTION 14
DATE:

BOARD OF REGENTS

December 10, 2013

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

RECOMMENDATION

EDUCATIONAL POLICIES COMMITTEE: APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND MINUTES
ACTION REQUESTED
It is requested that the Educational Policies Committee Agenda for December 10, 2013 and the
Minutes of the October 1, 2013 meeting be received and placed on file.
SUMMARY
The primary items for the December 10, 2013 Educational Policies Committee meeting include:
Report and Minutes; Emeritus Faculty Recommendations; Full-Time Lecturer Appointments;
Commencement Speaker and Honorary Degree Recipient; Chatter Schools Reappointment of
Board Members; Presentation of the Degree Completion and Retention Plan.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
The fiscal impact of the actions taken is listed in the appropriate sections and in the Board
minutes.
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

Universit~ Executive Officer

Date

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents
Educational Policies Committee

December tO, 2013
9:00 - 9:45 a.m.
205 Welch Hall
AGENDA

Agenda and Minutes (Regent Fitzsimmons, Chair)

Emeritus Faculty Recommendations (Rhonda Longworth)
Full-Time Lecturer Appointments (David Woike)
Charter Schools Board Member Reappointments (Malverne Winborne)
Commencement Speaker and Honorary Degree Recipient (Kim Schatzel)
Presentation of Degree Completion and Retention Plan (Kim Schatzel)

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF REGENTS

EDUCATIONAL POLICIES COMMITTEE MINUTES
October 1, 2013
8:30 a.m.- 9:15 a.m.
205 Welch Hall

Attendees: (seated at tables) J. Carroll, D. Clearwater, Regent Fitzsimmons (Chair), R. Longworth,
Regent Morris (Vice Chair), Provost Schatzel, and M. Winborne.
Guests: (as signed in) R. Barnes, M. Bluhm, E. Buggs, M . Crouch, C. Croxall, D. de-Laski Smith, A.
Dow, E. Gold, M. Higbee, M. Jackson, J. Joseph, C. Karshin, J. Koolage, B. Kubitskey, M. Marz, C.
McFarland, N. Monea, L. Nybell, C. Powell, M. Rich, B. Scheffer, K. Scheffer, R. Sipe, W. Tornquist,
J. Tracy, R. Tummala, C. Van Pelt, T. Venner, M. Williams and M. Zdrojkowski.
Regent Fitzsimmons convened the meeting at 8:30 a.m.
Report and Minutes (Section 14)
Regent Fitzsimmons requested that the Educational Policies Committee Agenda for October 1, 2013 and
Minutes of the June 18, 2013 meeting be received and placed on file.
Emeritus Faculty (Section 11)
Dr. Rhonda Longworth, Associate Provost and Associate Vice President for Academic Programming
and Services, recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Status to four (4) former faculty
members: Benjamin Palmer, Department of World Languages from 1970 to 2013 (who retired January
2, 2013 after 42 years); Barbara Scheffer, Department ofNursing from 1976 to 2013 (who retired July
20, 2013 after 37 years); V. Rao Tummala, Department of Computer Information Systems from 1981 to
2013 (who retired August 31,2013 after 32 years) and Geoffrey Voght, Department of World
Languages from 1971 to 2013 (who retired January 4, 2013 after 41 years).
Proposed Modification to Fall2014 Calendar (Section 15)
Dr. Rhonda Longworth requested that the Board of Regents approve modifications to the 2014-15
Academic Calendar.
SUMMARY
The attached revision moves the Fall 2014 Commencement Ceremony from Sunday, December 21st to
Saturday, December 20111 • The attached calendar also specifies beginning and end of term dates for the
academic calendar.
Proposed New Public Health Major (Section 16)
Dr. Rhonda Longworth recommended that the Board of Regents approve a new Undergraduate
Academic Program: Public Health Major. Colleen Croxall, School Director, Health Sciences; Minnie
Bluhm, Asst. Professor, Health Sciences; Chris Karshin, Interim Associate Dean, CHHS and Murali
Nair, Dean, CHHS, gave an overview of the new Public Health Major.
SUMMARY
The proposed undergraduate major focuses on issues surrounding health and disease in large population
groups. Public Health majors would be prepared for work in both the public and private sectors. Public

Educational Policies Committee Meeting Minutes October I. 20 13. continued
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sector positions for graduates cluster in government health departments in areas such as food and drug
safety protection and inspection of production and packaging facilities, environmental protection, health
education programs and policy administration, policy evaluation and data analysis. When combined
with graduate study, public health majors may find work as clinical researchers, administrators and
epidemiologists. Those interested in working for non-profit groups find jobs in areas such as health
advocacy, policy development, program management, or conducting research for health focused
organizations. In the private sector, graduates seek employers such as pharmaceutical companies
(random trials), health insurance, health promotion, and other related companies.
The proposed major's course work develops competency in areas including: research methodology
(especially statistical techniques), epidemiology, health care systems including reform proposals,
management within the heath care environment (law, financial management, clinic management, policy
analysis), change strategies to enhance health of populations.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None at this time. Program will be ftmded through the re-allocation of faculty , staff and other resources.
It is proposed by existing faculty and builds on a range of existing courses in the life and social sciences,
health administration and clinical lab administration. It involves the creation of a limited number of new
or exclusive introductory and specialized courses.
Proposed M.A. in Philosophv (Section 17)
Dr. Rhonda Longworth recommended that the Board of Regents approve a new Graduate Academic
Program: Master's in Philosophy. Tom Venner, Dean, CAS; Kate Mehuron, Associate Dean, CAS;
Richard Nation, Interim Department Head, History and Philosophy and John Koolage, Assistant
Professor, History and Philosophy gave an overview of the new M.A. in Philosophy degree.
SUMMARY
The proposed Master' s degree in Philosophy builds on an existing foundation of graduate coursework in
the History and Philosophy department. These courses were created for inclusion in other EMU
Master's degree programs that have been in place for some time including programs in Women and
Gender Studies and Social Sciences. The graduate program builds on an undergraduate program in
philosophy that has grown significantly in the past five years as the philosophy faculty section
developed instructional and research foci in: ethics and social justice policy, logic and argumentation,
food and environmental issues, and media and film. The degree is interdisciplinary by design with
focused course offerings in philosophy and complementary coursework in cognate areas drawn from
existing graduate programs. The program is not designed to prepare graduates for a specific vocation or
profession. However, it is designed to provide rigorous training and development in skills and
competencies that are in increasing demand from doctoral level graduate and professional schools and
employers.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None at this time. Program will be funded initially through the re-allocation of faculty, staff and other
resources.
Proposed Ed.D. to Ph.D. Revision (Section 18)
Dr. Rhonda Longworth recommended that the Board of Regents approve the creation of a new degree
award- the Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Educational Leadership. Upon approval, new graduates of
the doctoral program in Educational Leadership would receive the Ph.D. rather than the current degree
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award, the Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) in Educational Leadership. Jann Joseph, Dean, COE; Shawn
Quilter, Associate Dean, COE; Beth Kubitskey, Associate Dean, COE; Jackie Tracy, Department Head,
Leadership and Counseling and David Anderson, Professor, Leadership and Counseling gave an
overview of the Ed.D. to Ph.D. revision.
SUMMARY
EMU' s current Ed.D. award requires the successful completion of an original dissertation along with
completion of required preparatory coursework. When the program was originally designed and
approved, the Ed.D. award was the prevailing choice among benchmark and competitive peer
universities. Over time, disciplinary practice has shifted towards the granting of Ph.D degrees in
programs that require the completion of a dissertation, with Ed. D. awards granted from non-dissertation
doctoral programs. The change is degree award keeps EMU practice consistent with disciplinary
benclunarks and competitors in Michigan. The change will more clearly conununicate the work
completed by program graduates.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None at this time. This is a revision to degree award and requires no additional resources.

Academic Retirements and Separations (Section 5)
Dr. James Carroll, Associate Provost and Associate Vice President ofAdministration recommended
that the Board of Regents approve three (3) retirements and three (3) separations for the reporting period
March 16, 2013 through May 31, 2013 as shown on the listing provided to the Board.
Faculty Appointments (Section 6)
Dr. James Carroll recommended that the Board of Regents approve thirty-two (32) Faculty
appointments for the 2013-14 academic year at the rank, salary, and effective date shown on the listing
provided to the Board.
Lecturer Promotion (Section 7)
Dr. James Carroll recommended that the Board of Regents approve one (1) Lecturer promotion at the
rank, salary and effective date shown on the listing provided to the Board.
Academic Affairs Administrative Tranfers (Section 8)
Dr. James Carroll recommended that the Board of Regents approve seven (7) administrative transfers at
the rank and effective date shown on the attached listing.
Charter Schools: Appointment of Board Members (Section 19)
Dr. Al/alverne Winborne, Director ofCharter Schools, recommended that the Eastern Michigan
University Board of Regents appoint Renee Newman to a tlu·ee-year tetm on the Board of Directors of
the Academy For Business and Technology; Julie Hare to a three-year term on the Board of Directors of
the Grand Blanc Academy; and Elizabeth Taylor to a tlu·ee-year term on the Board of Directors of the
Dr. Joseph F. Pollack Academic Center of Excellence.
Progress Update on Retention and Student Success
Dr. Kim Schatzel, Provost and Erecutive Vice President, and Dr. Rhonda Longworth, presented an
update on Degree Completion/Retention (DCR) Plan.
Career Services Overview
Dr. Rhonda Longworth, and Sara Kersey Otto, Director, University Advising and Career Development
Center presented an overview of Career Services.

Educational Policies Committee Meeting Minutes October I. 2013, continued

Regent Fitzsimmons thanked those in attendance, and adjourned the meeting at 9:15 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Debbie Clearwater
Executive Assistant, Office of the Provost
Academic and Student Affairs
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SECTION: 15
DATE:

BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

December 10, 2013

RECOMMENDATION

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER AND HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve Wesley Coller, Film Producer, as
Commencement Speaker at the Saturday, December 21 , 2013 commencement ceremony. In
addition, it is recommended that the Board award an honorary Doctor of Arts to Mr. Coller.

SUMMARY

Mr. Coller' s biography follows on the next page.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS

None
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION

The proposed Board action has been reviewed and it is recommended for Board approval.

Universi\y Executive Officer

Date

Wesley Coller
Producer
Wesley Coller is a Producer at Cruel and Unusual Films, where he works in co llaboration with
Zack Snyder and Deborah Snyder to create entertaining and groundbreaking feature films.
Co ller most recently co-produced the new Superman movie Man ofSteel. He is currently
executive producing the sequel to Man ofSteel, which is in pre-production and will be released
by Warner Bros. in June of2015. Additionally, he is co-producing 300: Rise ofan Empire,
directed by Noam Muno from a script co-written by Zack Snyder and Kurt Johnstad, and
scheduled for a March 2014 release. The film is the sequel to the 2007 blockbuster 300, which
Coller associate-produced and was written and directed by Zack Snyder.
Coller previously executive produced Warner Bros.' Sucker Punch; the film, written and directed
by Zack Snyder, opened in March 20 11 . Coller co-produced Watchmen, which opened in March
2009, and is based on the classic graphic novel of the same name, co-created and illustrated by
Dave Gibbons, which TIME placed in their " 100 Greatest English Language Novels from 1923".
Coller also associate-produced the smash hit feature film, 300, inspired by the Frank Miller
graphic novel. 300 was a breakout success, grossing over $70 million at the box office opening
weekend -taking the all-time record for any film opening in March- and later grossing over $450
million worldwide.
Coller is presently developing a wide range of projects alongside the Snyders under the Cruel &
Unusual banner, including: The Last Photograph, with a story by Zack Snyder and screenp lay by
Kurt Johnstad; Army ofthe Dead, an action-thriller written by Joby Harold, from an original
story by Zack Snyder; and Illusions, based on the novel by Richard Bach. He has also consulted
for Cruel and Unusual with Insight Books during the creation of books published in conjunction
with the release of several of his films.
In 1999, Coller graduated from Eastern Michigan University with a Bachelor of Arts degree in
Telecommunication & Film and a minor in graphic design. Immediately following graduation,
Coller moved to Los Angeles and joined Zack Snyder's production team, working with Snyder
on countless commercial projects, and the development of several feature films including the
critically acclaimed remake of Dawn of the Dead.
The development process allows Coller to play a key creative role in the production of feature
films on a variety of levels, including the opportunity to continue to hone his graphic design and
web design skills. With an emphasis on unique design, and progressive digital workflow, Coller
brings a modem approach to the development and production processes. Working with creative
minds such as the Snyders' has fostered that approach, and allows for design-intensive project
development. Coller's design background also gives him the ability to work collaboratively with
the various studio departments to develop fresh and exciting visual materials for the marketing
and release of Cruel's projects.
Coller currently resides in Pasadena with his wife Celeste and daughter.

SECTION: 16

BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

DATE:

December 10, 20 13

RECOMMENDATION
APPOINTMENT OF CHARTER SCHOOLS BOARD MEMBERS

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents appoint both Marvin Jennings Jr. and Tammy
Smith to three-year terms on the Board of Directors of the Academy For Business and
Technology; Solomon Spann III to a three-year term on the Board of Directors of the
Commonwealth Community Development Academy; and Leatrice Eagleson to a three-year term
on the Board of Directors of Hope Academy.

STAFF SUMMARY
According to the resolutions which establish these public school academies (charter schools),
vacancies on their Boards of Directors shall be filled by the Eastern Michigan University Board
of Regents.

Academy For Business and Technology
Marvin Jennings Jr. is an attorney at Giaramarco, Mulins & Horton, P.C. in Troy, Michigan
since 2013. He earned a Juris Doctor from Thomas M. Cooley Law School in Lansing,
Michigan in 2005 and a Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology from the University of Michigan in
Ann Arbor, Michigan in 1994. He is a member ofthe State Bar of Michigan since 2006.
Tammy Smith is employed at the Ford Motor Company in Dearborn, Michigan as a forward
planning analyst since 1996. She earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in Business Administration
from Davenport University, Dearborn, Michigan in 2003. She has served on the Board of
Directors for Academy for Business and Technology since 2007.

Commonwealth Community Development Academy
Solomon Spann III is an integrated marketing specialist for Radio One, Inc. in Detroit, MI since
2007. He earned a Bachelor of Science in Broadcast/Journalism from Georgia Southern
University in Statesboro, Georgia in 1997. He has served on the Board of Directors for
Commonwealth Community Development Academy since 2007. He is a member of Who's Who
in Black Detroit in 2007 and 2009.

Hope Academy

Leatrice Eagleson is retired in 2012 from New Detroit, Inc. in Detroit, Michigan where she
worked as Vice President of Administration since 1985. She earned both a Master of Business
Administration and a Bachelors of Arts in Political Science from Wayne State University in
Detroit, Michigan. She has served as President on the Board of Directors for Hope Academy
since 2007. She was also a Board President for YMCA from 1996-2005.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None.
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

University\Executive Officer

Date
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Tammy A. Smith
OBJECTIVE

A self-motiva~ed, result oriented organizer seektng a position with a company
offering challenges and career opportunilies

EMPLOYMENT

2004 -Current Ford Motor Company. Dearborn. Michigan

Forward Planning Analyst
Develop and track Department's Operating Budget (Training, Travel & Overtime)

11

• Prov1de security access and support for CPARS. Sharepoint S1tes. and other financ1al systems
•

Assist in daily operations of CPARS and Financial Costing Process (WERS/MEARS/PCAM/PFR)
1999-2000

Computer Horizons. Inc/Ford Motor Company, tvhch1gan

WERS (Wor1d Wide Engineering Re lease Systems) Financial Coordinator
•

Coordinate and implemented WERS Process for Department

• Mainta1n and audit department expenditures per New Vehicle Program
• Create, track and update matrix to process Change Control for all New Vehicle Program
1996-2004

Computer Honzons. lncJForcl Motor Company. Micr1igan

PCA Assistant/Change Specialist/ Administrative Assistant
Assist DEW98/ FN145/ M205 Bocly Launch Leader w/ daily operations of Bodyshop

•

• Create. track and update matrix to process Change Control System
• Create. track and update Enginerring Changes/Issues in WERS
•

Support Body Closures Manufacturing Engineenng Launcl1 Staff

1995- 1996

Children's Learn1ng Institute, Detroit, Michigan

Office Manager/School Leader
•

Supervise daily operarion in sct1ool office

• Aud it and d;stribute employee payroll
11

Collect tu1tion and post lecgers

• Des1gn School forms/ Wr.te school newsletters
• Input ch ildren's f:nancial records and genral data 1n computer system
• Effectively communitcate wt!h sta;r. parents and s~udents
June 2003

Bachelor of Arts, Business Administration· General Business
• Davenport University, Dearborn. ivll

COMPUTER
SKILLS

M1crosoft :Word. E xccl .Outlook. Pu!:>ltsl1er ,Powe-Po1;1t/PageMake r/ r-ord Motor
Company: WERS, CPARS, GPAS/ PFRJ AIMS/ FEU

References Avai lable Upon Request

SOLOMON SPANN, III

OBJECTIVE:

Seeking to become a valued Wayne State team member tlrrough the securing major gifts,
developing fu ndraising initiatives and creating new business relationships with metro Detroit
corpomtions whi le exceeding all assigned metrics.

EDUCATION:

Bachelor of Science in BroadcasUJournalism, 1997
Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, Georgia
CCU Collaborative Negotiations and Perfect Projections Workshop 2005
NAB Executive Training Program Georgetown University 200S

CIVIC DUTIES:

Board Member of Commonwealth Academy, Detroit, Michigan 2008-prescnt
Commonwealth Academy, Chairman of the Board 2012
Who's Who in Black Detroit 2007, 2009

EXPERIENCE:

NTR Director/Sa les, 2007 to present
Radio One Inc, Detroit, Michigan
Hired to market and sell special event, commercial and internet contracts for a four station
cluster WGPR, WDMK, WPZR and WCHB. Prospect for new business to business contracts
and maintain existing client relationships often negotiation a variety of both short-term and long
term contracts. Assist clients and advertisers in gaining market share. Negotiate based on
supply and demand and budgetary awareness wh ile driving the fiduciary responsibi lity and
meeting sales quotas. Develop marketing campaigns based on customer focused selling
approach, client need analysis, market conditions and target audience of the client and customer.
Research via qualitative analysis to determine a viable plan. Write and develop proposals and
write commercial copy for clients. Analyze marketing campaign during all phases of the flight
both pre and post developing a recap summaries clients to determine campaign success and
profit margin. Work closely in team environment to develop, implement clients and community
projects. Work closely with accounting, promotions, traffic, programming and production
departments to ensu re proper execution of marketing campaign and proper lead time. Have the
abi lity to communicate both written and orally.

Account Manager, 2005 to 2007
Clear Channel Radio, Detroit, Michigan
Develop, implement and negotiate and sell marketing strategies based on market conditions for
potential clients. Develop promotional opportunities in conjunction with marketing
plan/ recommendation to develop brand awareness, higher market share and return on
inves tment. Research client profit, loss and client needs to determ ine the best process in which
to advettise based on external compt:titive tactors. Research qualitative mctrics to place
advertising do llars on the property that suites demographic, psychographic research. Balance
supply with demand for station commercial inventory. Prospect for new business relationships
and opportunities daily. Market internet and turn key special event opportunities to perspective
clients. Copy writing and proposal development skills. Analyze internal working process to
determine the best means to an end in reference to customer loyalty and retention. Worked
effec tively both in team and individual environment.

SOLOMON SPANN, III

Account Executive/Marketing Consultant, 2001 to 2005
Liberty Cooperation (Cable Vantage), Columbia, South Carolina
Marketed local cable television advertising company representing 35 cable networks. Worked
with cable networks directly conducting market analys is for target demographic. Executed tum
key promotional opportunities for clients. Prospect for new business daily and consistently
exceeded sales quotas. Develop and maintain strong business relationsh ips. Develop marketing
and advertising proposal based on client needs analysis. Works closely with production and
promotions process to execute marketing plan. Supply research to client as competitive
advantage and worked closely with advertising agencies to execute marketing campaigns.
Supply advertising agencies with additional research to show competitive advantage of media
entity. Performed client needs analysis daily to detennine potential marketing effectiveness.
Purchased media for in house advertising agency on behalf on a regional advertising agency in
nine outer markets cable system based on budget, competitive market conditions and retum on
investment. Fielded proposal request from competing cable station entities. Worked closely with
advertising agency to determine acquisition strategy and proper lead time. Negotiated aggressive
rate stntcture and solicitt!d market research from competing media outlets before awarding
contracts. Prepared insertion orders to award contracts.
Account Executive/Marketing Consultant, 1999 to 200 l
Rainbow Radio, L.L.C./Inner City Broadcasting, Columbia, South Carolina
Hired to markt:t and sell radio advertising to businesses for two new radio stations in the
Columbia, SC area. Generate new business and develop existing a~.:counts through a consultative
sales process. Prospect for potential clients, consult with businesses on their advertising and
marketing objectives, research and devt!lop marketing strategies. Develop n.nd present
marketing proposals to clients. Maintain accounts and develop additiona l promotional
opportunities to diversify the business relationship. Performed personal accounting receivables
duties for the station. Recognized as the company's Top Salesman for the past two years.
Consistently exceed monthly sales goals.
In School Suspension Supervisor, 1998 to I 999
Richland County School Districl One, Colmnbia, South Carolina
Performed and executed supervisory duties to the In School Suspension program. Performed
and executed corrective behavior modification education for problem students. Utilize contlict
resolution techniques to minimize situati on escalation. Restructured the school discipline
handbook and developed the school video demo as the primary marketing tool for the vocational
high school. Provided voice over work in media department, served as lead substitute teacher
and execute designed lesson plans for absent teachers from vocational program
On Air Personality/Promotions Assistant WWDM 101.3 FM, 1997·1998
Produced the On the Move with Russ Parr syndicated morning show. Executed the time
deadlines of the Russ Parr Morning Show to ensure proper time clock maintenance and to
remain on schedule. Executed commercial sheet logs for proper commercial inventory
placement with no discrepancies. Performed a clean on air shift as an on air personal ity
Saturday morning from 6a- 12n, Sundays 3p-7p and other fill-in time slots. Produced radio
commercials and voiced commercial production. Performed copy writing duties as assigned
along with daily promotional activities, executing press releases, promotional van hits,
processing winner sheets and remote broadcast. Constantly interacted with station listeners.
Served as promotional set up contact for station.

SOLOMON SPANN. III

Secur ity Monitor, 1997 to 1998
Rich land County School District One, Columbia, South Carolina
Hired to monitor and control the school grounds as needed
Developed and supervised the artendance tardy control system
Conduct and maintain clerical duties regarding student records

Head Junior Varsity Basketball Conch/Assistant Head Coach, 1997 to 1999
Richland County School District One (Eau Claire H.S.), Columbia, South Carolina
Coached the Girls Junior Varsity Basketball team and to be the Head Assistant Coach for the
Girls Varsity. Plan logistics for travel to away games, gain and maintain trust of parents.
Develop, plan and conducted practice schedule and execute player development. Lead Lady
Shamrocks Junior Varsity to a two-year record of25-8. Helped lead the varsity to the 1997 3-A
State Championship Game and the 1998 Lower State Final. Executed mandatory study hall to
ensure proper channel for academic success. Assist the head coach in conducting practice, team
travel, and player development and collegiate placement of student athletes.
WNBA Promotions Assistant, 1997
Charlotte Sting Promotion, Charlotte, North Carolina
Served as a liaison between the Charlotte' Women's National Basketball Association team and
the public. Assisted in developing and coordinating special projects and promotions.
Distributed literature and advertising information for upcoming Sling and WNBA events.
Internship, 1997
Jefferson Pilot Communications, Charlotte, North Carolina

Served as an intern in the production department, rip and read scripts to proofread before
reaching the anchor's desk. Floor director and Camera Operator.
WBH-TV 48 Statesboro, 1994-1996
Served as station's stand up on location reporter and fill in anchor. Created and maintained
valuable relationships with community dignitaries and elected officials. Developed and
executed news worthy stories for the community via the interviewing process. Wrote and edited
copy for story lead in and lead outs. Execute and edited voice overs for video b-roil, cut ins and
station stories.
Promotions Assistant!Production Intern WWDM 101.3 FM, 1993-1995
Performed copy writing duties as assigned along with daily promotional acti vities, executing
press releases, promotional van hits, processing winner sheets and remote broadcast. Constantly
interacted with station listeners. Production Intern duties included cutting commercials, dubs and
voicing commercials. Served as promotional set up technician for station.

SYNOPSIS OF RESUME
FOR
LEATRICE EAGLESON

EDUCATION:
Wayn e State University
Post-Degree for MBA
Business Administration
Wayne State University
BA- Political Science

EMPLOYMENT:
1985- 2012 Retired

New Detroit, Inc.
Vice President of Adm inistration

1980 - 1985

Detroit Urb an League
Vice Presid ent of Adm in istration

1973-1980

Wayne Count y You th Services
Director of The Office of Youth Services

AFFILIATIONS:
1993 - 2005

YMCA
Board M em ber

1996-2005

YMCA
Board President

SECTION:
DATE:

BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

December 10, 2013

RECOMMENDATION

DEGREE COMPLETION AND RETENTION PLAN PRESENTATION

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve and place on file the presentation entitled,
"EMU's Degree Completion and Retention Plan."

SUMMARY
The presentation provides a summary of the process and resulting document, which will guide
EMU's retention efforts for the foreseeable future.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and it is recommended for Board approval.

UniverS11[y'Executive Officer
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Date

11/22/13

Degree Completion &
Retention Plan
Education Policies Committee
Board of Regents
December 10,2013

Comprehensive Plan
The Provost's Office has been developing a comprehensive plan to enhance
support for students' retention and degree completion at EMU.
•
•
•

•

Coord inated plan that focuses campus-wide energy, attention and
resources around improving our performance in these areas.
Effective execution of current efforts and outreac h, and adding high
impact programmatic enhancements.
The plan focuses on five areas of practice, process and policy that both
scholarly and practitioner research have shown to have significa nt impact
on degree completion and/or retention.
In addition, the plan features specia l initiatives aimed at two demographic
segments of our student population, where research shows that targeted
efforts can realize extraordinary results.

1

11/22/13

Five Areas
Areas of practice, process and policy:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Student Preparedness
Enrollment Policies
Financial Aid Policies and Incentives
Advising and Student Support
Curriculum Structure and Delivery

Special Initiatives
Targeted initiatives aimed at two demographic
segments of our student population :
1.

Men of Color

2.

Single Parents

•

•

Research has shown that targeted programmatic
efforts addressing the unique circumstances/attributes
of the two segments can realize extraordinary results.
Many on campus are already active in championing
efforts to support these two groups of students.

2

11/22/13

Desired Outcomes
•

Increase student retention rates as well as graduation rates
(measured at 4 , 5 and 6 year intervals).

•

EMU becoming nationally recognized as a thought-leader
regarding successful support strategies for increasing retention
and graduation among the two identified demographic groups.

Progress to Date
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Established metrics for regular reporting.
Gap Analysis.
Initial working drafts strategies in each of the seven areas of the
plan.
Focus groups and electronic survey for feedback.
Open Discussion Forums.
Final report from Bridgeport Consulting - Focus Groups, Surveys
and Discussion Forums.
Faculty Senate presentation 10/2/13. Input received 11 /20/13.
Student Government and Student Leader Group - feedback at their
meetings.

3

BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

SECTION: 18
DATE:
December 10, 2013

·RECOMMENDATION
FINANCE AND INVESTMENT COMMITTEE

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents receive and place on file the minutes from the
October 1, 2013 Finance and Investment Conunittee meeting and the Working Agenda for the
December 10, 2013 meeting.
STAFF SUMMARY
October 1, 2013
At the October 1, 2013 Finance and Investment Committee meeting, the committee reviewed
recommendations to the Board for:
•
•
•
•

Consolidated Financial Statements an~LS-upplementary Information as of June 30,2013
FY 20 14/15 General Fund, Scholarships, Awards and Grants Request
FY 2014/15 State Capital Outlay Request
Emeritus Staff Awards

December 10, 2013 Meeting Agenda
Agenda items include the following recommendations to the Board:
•
•
•

OMB Circular A-133 Supplementary Finance Reports for year ending June 30,2013
20 12-13 Eastern Michigan University Foundation Consolidated Financial Repmi
Emeritus Staff Award

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None
ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

Uni'Jfers'ty Executive Officer

Date

BOARD OF REGENTS
Eastern Michigan University
201 Welch Hall
(734) 487-2410

FINANCE and INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
Tuesday, December 10, 2013
11:30 a.m.

REGULAR AGENDA
•

Minutes from October 1, 2013

•

December 10, 2013 Finance and Investment Committee Agenda

o OMB Circular A- 133 Supplementary Finance Reports for year ending Jw1e 30, 2013
o 2012-13 Eastern Michigan University Foundation Consolidated Financial Report
o Emeritus Staff Award

Eastern Michigan University
Finance and Investment Committee
Meeting Minutes
October 1, 2013
The meeting was called to order by Regent Mary Treder Lang at 11:30 a.m.
A motion was made, seconded and approved to accept the minutes from the June 18, 20 13 Finance and
Investment Committee meeting.
The agenda includes 4 items.

Section 21:
Recommendation: June 30, 2013 Financial Statements and Audit
It is recommended that the Board of Regents receive and place on file the University's audited fiscal year
2012-13 financial statements and auditor's report.
Plante Moran, the University's external auditors did not identify any s ignificant deficiencies or material
weakness related to the University's controls, accounting practices, accounting estimates, or financial
statements disclosures. Plante Moran gave an un modified (unqualified) opinion which is the highest level
of assurance. Representatives from Plante Moran (Vicki VanDenBerg and Jennifer Kujawski) presented a
power point summary of the results of their audit including benchmark comparisons with other
universities.
Plante Moran stated that the University's operating revenue relies heavily on tuition and fees. Plante
M oran recommended best practices and the University will adopt their recommendations. In addition,
Plante Moran mentioned a change in the GASB rules w hich will require the University to post a MPSERS
liability starting June 2015. Currently this liability is estimated at $68 million.

Section 22:
Recommendation: Fiscal Year 2014-15 Financial Aid Authorization
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve the 2014-2015 General Fund Scholarships, Awards
and Grants proposal for $ 43,822,000.
This request, which represents an 11.8% increase in student aid over the prior year, underscores the
dramatic growth in new student enrollment and retention, along with our continued significant financial
investment in student education. It also reflects an effort to inci:~ase our enrollment through the attraction
of more academically prepared students able to succeed with the rigor of an EMU education. The 201 4-15
Scholarships, Awards and Grants proposal of $43,822,000 represents an increase of $4,620,000 (11.8%)
over the 201 3-14 approved budget of$39,202,000.
The total proposal of $43,822,000 includes:
• Scholarships, Awards and Grants
• Athletic Grants-in-A id
• Federal and State Matches
• Graduate Aid

$ 30,940,000
$ 7,395,000
$
500,000
$ 4,987,000

Section 23:
Recommendation : Fiscal Year 2014-15 State Capital Outlay
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve the University's Capital Outlay Plan and delegate
authority to the President to submit the renovation of Strong Hall as the University's top project request
for state cost participation for Fiscal Year 2015.
The Strong Hall project is part of Eastern's Science Complex and houses the Geology and Geography and
the Physics and Astronomy departments. The project reflects a·maj or renovation of the 87,500 gross
square foot structure including modernizing classrooms and labs, lech1re halls, student commons areas,
and faculty offices as well as, creating flexible use spaces for both research and instruction and
replacement of architectural, structural, mechanical and electrical systems. The estimated cost to renovate
Strong Hall is $45 million. At a funding mix of 75% State I 25% Eastern, the University's cost share
would be $11.25 million.
To comply with the statutory requirements, Eastern Michigan University will post its five-Year Capital
Outlay Plan on the in stitutions internet site by November 1, 201 3. In addition, the Fiscal Year 2015
Capital Project request will also be on the internet site.
Section 3:
Recommendation: Em~dtus Staff Status
It is recommended that the Board of Regents grant Emeritus Staff Status to Seven (7) staff
members: Glenna Frank Miller, Assistant Vice President for Student Life, who retired on June
30, 2013 after 39 years; Larry Gates, Director of Dining Services, who retired on June 28, 2013
after 33 years; Kathy Orscheln, Director Staff Development, who retired on June 28,2013 after
3 1 years; Gregory Peoples, University Ombudsman, who retired on June 30, 201 3 after 28
years; Virginia Majeske Ellis, Senior Secretary in Communications and Theatre Arts, who
retired June 30, 199 1 after 26 years: Maty (Cathie) McClure, Executive Assistant for Chief
F inancial Officer, who retired on June 30, 201 3 after 22 years and Ann Rentfrow,
Administrative Secretmy, Snow Health Center, who retired on June 28, 20 13 after 17 years.
John Lumm introduced Jada Wester, as the new Recording Secretary for the Finance and
Investment Committee.
The meeting was adj ourned at 11:55 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Jada Wester
Executive Assistant to the
Chief Financial Officer

BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

SECTION: 19
DATE:
December 10, 2013

RECOMMENDATION
OMB CIRCULAR A-133 SUPPLEMENTARY FINANCIAL REPORTS FOR THE
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2013

ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that the Board of Regents receive and place on file the U.S. Office of Management
and Budget Circular A-133 Supplementary Financial Reports for the year ended June 30,2013.

STAFF SUMMARY
The U.S Office of Management and Budget (OMB) requires an annual audit and report of compliance
with the requirements of federal award programs. Plante & Moran, PLLC (Eastern's independent
auditor) conducts the audit and provides an opinion. In Plante & Moran's opinion, EMU has complied,
in all material respects, with the requirements governing its major Federal Award Programs for the Year
Ended June 30, 2013.
Plante & Moran further repmied that no internal control material weaknesses or significant deficiencies
were identified in the course of performing this federal award audit.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECOMMENDATION
The proposed Board action has been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

U n;Nersl(y Executive ..Officer

Date

Eastem MichiJan University
Federal Awards
Supplemental Information
June 30, 20 I 3
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Report on Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
Required by OMB Circular A-133

Independent Auditor's Report
To the Board of Regents
Eastern Michigan University
We have audited the basic financial statements of Eastern Michigan University (the "University")
and its discretely presented component unit as of and for the year ended June 30, 2013 and the
related notes to the financial statements, which collectively comprise the University's basic
financial statements. We issued our report thereon dated November 5, 2013, which contained
an unmodified opinion on those basic financial statements. Our audit was conducted for the
purpose of forming an opinion on the financial statements that collectively comprise the basic
financial statements. We have not performed any procedures with respect to the audited basic
financial statements subsequent to November 5, 2013.
The accompanying schedule of expenditures of federal awards is presented for the purpose of
additional analysis as required by U.S. Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133, Audits
of States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations, and is not a required part of the basic
financial statements . Such information is the responsibility of management and was derived from
and relates directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the basic
financial statements. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in
the audit of the basic financial statements and certain additional procedures, including comparing
and reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to
prepare the basic financial statements or to the basic financial statements themselves, and other
additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America. In our opinion, the information is fairly stated in all material r espects in
relation to the basic financial statements as a whole.

Novem ber 5, 2013

Report on Internal Control O ver Financial Reporting and on Compliance
and Other Matters Based on an Audit of Financial Statements
Performed in Accordance with Government Auditing Standards

Independent Auditor's Report

To Management and the Board of Regents
Eastern Michigan University
We have audited, in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States
of America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing
Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, the basic financial statements
of Eastern Michigan University (the "University") and its discretely presented component unit as
of and for the year ended June 30, 20 13 and related notes to the financial statements, which
collectively comprise the University's basic financial statements, and have issued our report
thereon d ated November 5, 2013. The financial statements of Eastern Michigan University
Foundation were not audited in accordance with Government Auditing Standards.
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting

In planning and performing our audit of the basic fin ancial st atements, we considered Eastern
Mich igan University's internal control over financial reporting (internal cont rol) to determine the
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances for the p urpose of exp ressing our
opinions on the basic financial statements, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on
the effectiveness of the University's inter nal control. Accordingly, we d o not express an opinion
on the effectiveness of the Universit)ls internal control.
A deficiency in internal control exists w hen the design or operation of a cont rol does no t allow
management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to
prevent or detect and correct misstatements on a timely basis. A material weakness is a
deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control such that there is a reasonable
possibility that a material misstat ement of the University's basic financial statements will not be
prevented or detected and corrected on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a deficiency, or
a combination o f d efici encies, in intern al control that is less severe than a material weakness, yet
im port ant enough t o m erit attention by those charged with governance.
Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in t he first
paragraph of this section and was not designed t o id ent ify all deficiencies in internal control that
might be material weaknesses or significant defi ciencies. Given these limitations, during our aud it
we did not identify any deficiencies in intern al contr ol that we consider to be material
weaknesses. However, material weaknesses may exist that have not been identified.
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To Management and the Board of Regents
Eastern Michigan University

Compliance and Other Matters
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether Eastern Michigan University's basic
financial statements are free from material misstatement, we perfor med tests of its compliance
w ith certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance
with which cou ld have a direct and material effect on the determination of financial statement
amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance with those provisions was not an
objective of our audit and, accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. The results of our
tests disclosed no instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be reported
under Government Auditing Standards.

Purpose of this Report
The purpose of this report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control and
compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of
the University's internal control or on compliance. This report is an integral part of an audit
performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards in considering the University's
internal control and compliance. Accordingly, this communication is not suitable for any other
purpose.

Kalamazoo, Michigan
November 5, 2013
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Report on Compliance for Each Major Federal Program:
Report on Internal Control Over Compliance
Independent Auditor's Report

To the Board of Regents
Eastern Michigan University

Report on Compliance for Each Major Federal Program
We have audited Eastern Michigan University's (the "University") compliance with the types of
compliance requirements described in the U .S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
Circular A-133 Compliance Supplement that could have a direct and material effect on each of
its major federal programs for th e year ended June 30, 2013. Eastern Michigan University's major
federal programs are identified in the summary of auditor's results section of the accompanying
schedule of findings and questioned costs.

Management's Responsibility
Management is responsible for compliance with the requirements of laws, regulations, contracts,
and grants applicable to each of its federal programs.

Auditor's Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an oprn1on on compliance for each of Eastern Michigan
University's major federal programs based on our audit of the types of compliance requirements
referred to above.
We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted
in the United States of America; the standards applicable to financial audits contained in
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and
OMB Circular A-133, Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations. Those
standards and OMB Circular A-133 require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether noncompliance with the types of compliance requirements
referred to above that could have a direct and material effect on a major federal program
occurred. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence about Eastern Michigan
University's compliance with those requirements and performing such other procedures as we
considered necessary in the circumstances.
We believe that our audit provides a reason able basis for our opinion on compliance for each
major federal program. However, our audit does not provide a legal determination of Eastern
Michigan University's compliance.
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To the Board of Regents
Eastern Michigan University

Opinion on E.ach Major Federal Program
In our opinion, Eastern Michigan University complied, in all material respects, with the types of
compliance requirements referred to above that could have a direct and material effect on each
of its major federal programs for the year ended June 30, 2013.

Report on Internal Control Over Compliance
The management of Eastern Michigan University is responsible for establishing and maintaining
effective internal control over compliance with the types of compliance requirements referred
to above. In planning and performing our audit of compliance, we considered Eastern Michigan
University's internal control over compliance with the types of requirements that could have a
direct and material effect on each major federal program to determine the auditing procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances for the purpose of expressing an opinion on
compliance for each major federal program and to test and report on internal control over
compliance in accordance with OMB Circular A-133, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of internal control over compliance. Accordingly, we do not express
an opinion on the effectiveness of the University's internal control over compliance.
A deficiency in internal control over compliance exists when the design or operation of a control
over compliance does not allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing
their assigned functions, to prevent or detect and correct noncompliance with a type of
compliance requirement of a federal program on a timely basis. A material weakness in internal
control over compliance is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control over
compliance such that there is a reasonable possibility that material noncompliance with a type of
compliance requirement of a federal program will not be prevented or detected and corrected
on a timely basis. A significant deficiency in internal control over compliance is a deficiency, or a
combination of deficiencies, in internal control over compliance with a type of compliance
requirement of a federal program that is less severe than a material weakness in internal control
over compliance, yet important enough to merit attention by those charged with governance.
Our consideration of internal control over compliance was for the limited purpose described in
the first paragraph of this section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal
control over compliance that might be material weaknesses or significant deficiencies. We did
not identify any deficiencies in internal control over compliance that we consider to be material
weaknesses. However, material weaknesses may exist that have not been identified.
The purpose of this report on internal control over compliance is solely to describe the scope of
our testing of internal control over compliance and the results of that testing based on the
requirements of OMB Circular A-133. Accordingly, this report is not suitable for any other
purpose.

Kalamazoo, Michigan
November 5, 2013
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Eastem Michigan University
Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
Year Ended June 30, 2013

Federal CFDA
Federal Age ncy/Pass-through Agency/Program Tide

Number

Federal Award Number

84.038
84.268
84.268

P268K 11 1630
P268K 11 1630

Federal Expenditures

Clusters:

Student Financial Aid Cluster:
Loan and Loan Guarantee Programs (Direct):

USOE: Perkins Loans Issued and OlA.Standing
USDE: Dire« PLUS Loans
USDE: Direct Loan Stafford

10,521,703
11 .092,179
131,176,881
155,793,763

T<Xal Loan and Loan GU3rantee Programs
U.S. Depan:ment of Education (Direct):
USOE: Supplemental Education Oppon:unicy Grant
USDE: College Work Study
USDE: CWS Job Locator
USDE: PELL Grams
USOE: TEACH- Teacher Education Assistance for College and Higher
Edu<ation Gn.nt Program

8-1.007
8-1.033
8-1.033
8-1.063

P007AOi2005
P033AOi2005
P033AOi2005
P063POi 1630

8-1.379

P379T09 1630

86M38
893,069
12,667
31,191,925
173,9 15
19 1,959,777

Total U.S. Depan:menc of Education
U.S. Deponment of Health and Human Services (Dire<t):
ARRA USHHS: N urse Faculty Loan Progr.wn- Loans issued
and outstanding
USHHS: Nurse Faculty Loan Program- Loans issued and outstanding

93.108
93. 261

IEOAPH I53i 8·01-00
tU IHt'l.l':l'"'lb

52,63 1
92,073
192, 10-1,-18 1

Total Student Financial Aid C1uner
Research and Development Cluster:
Department of Agriculture - Direct:
Development of Novel Bio-based Polyols and Their Derivatives for Low VOC
Coating Applk:ations
Soy Based Functional Building Blocks for Sustainable Advanced Coatings

10.200

C5722PIC5722PI

10.200

2013-38202-20398

Toc:al Department of Agriculture

117,-109
26.261
113,670

Department of Commerce- Direct:

NO AA: Coupled Remote Sensing and Bi~ogical Monitoring of Invasive
Pbnt Species a nd Their lmpaC[s on the Detroit River
lntconational ~ldl ife Refuge (CRSBM-DRIWR)
NOAA: Sailing Elementary Teachers ToVv'3rd Ocean Literacy Using
Familiar Water Resources (funding pan: 1)

11.-117

NA090ARi 170172

11.-1 69

NA07SEC469000i

271 ,-125
27,367
298,792

Total Department of Commerce

Oepartmenr. of Defense - Direcc
ONR Cross-Natioml Anatysis of Islamic FundamentatiSm, Task I
UtilitifW Probability DistriWion Functions and Ensembles to
Forecast Ionospheric and Thermospheric Space Weather (Year I of 3) Total
DoD Information Assuran<e Scholarship Program for 2011-2012
Academic Year: Basic Proposal, Annex I and Annex II
DoD Information Assurance Scholarship Program
for 2012-201 3 Academic Year: Annex II Capacity

12.300

NOOO 11-09- 1-0985

156 ,-19 1

12.800

SUB 300229-175 1

22,-158

12.902

H98230- 11-0i61

58,237

12.902

H98230- I I-Oi61

Toul Oepanmem of Defense

19 ,537
556,723

Depon ment or the Interior u.s. Geological S..V.y- p.,,ed through
Ohio State University: Biodiversity Research in Ohio and Michigan

15.631

RF01280760 60032437

6,302

Departl"rrent of State BLW"eau of Educational and Cultural Affairs - Passed through the
Great Lakes Fishery Commission: Field Comparison of
Eel-Ladder-Style and Traditional Sea Lamprey Traps

19.087

GRELAK30

10.813

See Notes to Schedule of Expenditures
of Federal Awards.
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Eastern Michigan University
Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards (Continued)
Year Ended June 30, 20 13

Fede ral CFDA

Federal Agency/Pass-through Agency/Program Tide

Number

Federal Award Number

43.001

NNX09AK87G

43.001

NNXI OAD30A.02

23,720

43.001

N NX12Aj49G

61,9 13

Federal Expenditures

C lusters (Continued):
Researc h and Development Cluster (Continued):
National Aeronautics and Space Administration- Passed through:
UM: Grassland Ecosystems and Societal Adaptations under
Changing Grazing

71,M9

Wayne County: Investigating Climate Change and
Rerno<e Sensing (ICCARS)
NASA: Understanding the T ime Dependent Response o f the Martian Upper
Atmo•phere to Solar Flare• and Dust S<onns, Year I of 3 (20 12-20 13)
Total National Aeronautics a nd Space Admnistratlon

157,282

Nattonal Science Foundation:
NSF/AIR: The Impact of M5P Profe.,ional Development on the
Qua~ty or Instruction in Mtddle School Math and Science
Oassrooms - Pass through

47.049

N5F0929191 536.02865

19,862

Collabor.ative Research: Macrophytes Across the Proterozoic- Phanerozoic
Boundary: A Baseline Study of Macroalgae during a Critical lntervaJ
in Earth System History- Direct

47.050

EAR- 1250756

1,165

47.075
47.075

BC5- 1244713

36,1 34

BCS-1227106

38,265

NSF: Collaborative Research: Automatically Annotated Reposito ry of
VIdeo and Audio Resources Community- Dire«
NSF MuhiTree: Completing the Library of Language Re lationships Total- Direct
NSF: lnterop: LEGO- Direct

47.075
4 7.075

NSF: Collaborat ive Research ELIIP: Endangered Languages Catalog - Direct
NSF : Collaborative Research: Neurolmaging and Hormonal Analyses - Dlrecc

BC5-0753321

13,615

BCS-1 OS 7725

60,71 1

47.075
47.076
47.076

5E5- 1063564

18,5M

Robert Noyce Scholarship Program - Direct
N SF: The Physks Scholars Program at !:astern Michige~n University- Direct

DUE-0833286
DUE-09661606

NSF: Creative Scientific Inquiry Experience - Direct

47.076

AWARD05255 14

54,386
63,663
72.495

T oul National Science Founcbtion

378,860

Depe~rtment

of Health and Human Services:
EMU Alzheime~s Education and Research Program, 2011 -201 2 Pan t hrough
UM: NIH Mtchigan Bridges to Doctorate - Passdvough
The University o f Michigan George M. OBrien Renal Core Center- Pass t hrough
Alzheimer's Education e~nd Research Program, 20 12-2013 - Pass through
Novel T argeu in Thrombosis e~nd Atherosclerosis, 2()06.. 20 I0 - Pass thf"ough
UM: NIH- Stroke Heakh and Risk Ed ucation- Pass th rough
Michigan l e ve l of Functioning Project - Year 16,201 1-2012- Pass through

93.051
93. 187
93.398
93.958

I IBIMICMH5/
20121s37n212759
1-R25-GM-0896387..02
U OF M:3001703728
12BI MICMH5

93.839
93.85 3
93.958

3000998038 PO l HL 089407
4 16093 5-901-NS06267
MDCH!W2215280

51,432

93.701

IRI5GM093929-0 I

139,692

93.70 1

I R2 1CA I27825-0 IA2

9,-185
90,740
4,880
51,332
4 3,779
15,037

ARAA: NIH Characterization of Genetic Instability at Ch romosomal
Fragile Sites - Direct
ARRA: NIH M individually Tailored Mammography Screening
Intervention for Chinese Americans- Direct
Total Department of Health and Human Services
T otal Research and Development C luster

2 .016,0 32

Trio Cluster- Department of Education - Direct:
Upward Bound 2006 20 II
Upward Bound· Competitive Re newal 2012-2013
Mc Nair Postbaccalaureate Achievement Program
Eastern Michigan University Ronald McNair Program

84.047
84.047

P047A0 71054-09
P047AI2 1310

84.2 17

P217A070 173-08

84.2 17

P2 17AI20065

(15 ,892)
370,95 1
84 ,489
145,737
585,285

T ocal Trio Ctuscer
Workforce lnvestmern: Ac.t Cluster - Department of Labor- Pass t hrough Washtenaw Councy: The 8 Side Workfotce Investment

17.259

Total Clusters

See Notes to Schedule of Expenditures
of Federal Awards

57,1 83
463,560

CR # 4 1558

28,056
194,733,854
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Eastem Michigan University
Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards (Continued)
Year Ended June 30, 20 13

Federal Agency/Pass-through Agency/Program Title

Federal CFDA
Number

Federal Award Number

10.57'1

USM-GR03970-002

8,93 1

16.5'11

2009-JL-FX-0230
WS6HZV- 12-P-L797

3,930

Federal Expenditures

Other federal awards:
Department of Agriculture- Passed throughUnive~ity of Southern Mississippi: NFSMI Effe<:tiveness of
ln-Oassroom Breakfast Programs
Departmenc of Jt.atke:
Compt'ehensive W rap-Around Scxi.al Services for High-Risk Teen

Parern and Their Families, Part 2 - Oireet
CS I STEM Summer Camp - Pass through

16.806

Total Deparunem of Justice Cluster

(4)

3,926

National Aer'Onautics and Space Administration- Pass thr'ough:
NASA: Explore Mars

43.010

MICSPAMSCG

6,950

NEH: For love of This Place: Interpreting the
Campbell-De Young Farmstead

45.129

Mic higan Humanittes Cotneil

6,715

Relish · Rerwiering Endangered Language5 LexicOf\'S
Interoperable Through Standards Harmoni1atk>n

45. 169

HG-5001 0-09

(4.582)

National Endowment for dle Humanities- Direct:

2,133

Total National Endowment for Humanities
National Endowment for the Arts • Direct:
Open Book

12-'1200-7048

Small Business Administration - Pass thr-ough:
USSBA/GVSU: 2012 SBTDC Region
USSBA/GVSU: 2013 SBTDC Region

59.037
59.037

2-603001 -2-0023
SBAHQ- 13-B-0035

Total Small Business Administration

3,074

3il,ii2
232,'122
573,864

Environmental Protection Agency: Passed through the Great Lakes Corrvnission •
Server Hosting and RAPIDS Main

66.03 '1

EMU-IGRE20 13- 1

28,568

Oepanment o f Energy- Direct: Building a Surlace Science Laboratory in the
Mark jefferson Complex to Serve the Automobile Industry in
Southeastern Michigan

81.049

DE-SC0005070

267,198

Departmei'K of Educatk>n:
MDEJMDLEG: Michigan BPA 2008-2009 - Pass through
MDE/MDLEG: Michigan DECA 2008-2009- Pass through

84.048
84.048

093'130-9013 1
093430-90132

(7,429)
(16,202)

8'1.048
84.048

103430
103430

(18.189)
(5,63'1)

84.048

103430 -10134

(30,388)

Mkhigan DECA.Competitive Renewal (One year with one
additional renewal year)- Pass through
Michigan Skills USA-Competitive Renewal - Pass through
Michigan Family. Career & Community Leaders of America (FCC LA) CompetitiVe Renewal (Y3 of 3) - Pass through
Michigan Family, Career & Communiry Leaders of America (FCC LA) Competitive Renewal - Pass through

84.048

103430-10134

30,388

Michigan Family, Career & Community Leaders of America (FCC LA) Rene\o'J31 - Pass through

84.048

103430-10136

(1,530)

Michigan Business Professionals of America (BPA) •
Competidve Renewal - Pass ttvough
Michigan Business ProfessionaJs of America (BPA)- Competitive Renewal- Pass through
Michigan CECA-Competitive Renewal . Pass through

84.051
84.051
84.051

103'130-1 0136
103'130-10131
133'130-13132

7'1,512
(161)
80,'121

Michigan Family, Career & Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) - Rene"'-"11 TO(al Pass through
Michigan Skills USA·Competitive Renewal Total • Pass through
A Community-Based Model for Emergency Management • Direct
Training Content Area Teachen; to Teach English· DireCt

84.051
84.05 1
84.184
84.19'1

133430 -13 134
133430-1 3 136
Q184T090004
T 195N070245

81 .362
(2,112)
67,89 1

See Notes to Schedule of Expenditures
of Federal Awards
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60,664

Eastern Michigan University
Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards (Continued)
Year Ended June 30, 10 13

Federal CFDA
Number

Federal Agency/Pass-through Agency/Program Tide

Federal Award N umber

Federal Expenditures

Other' federal aw.)rds (Continued):

Departmem of Education (Continued):
21st Century Corrrnunity Learning Centers 2008-2009- Pass through
21st Century Corrmunity Learning Centers- Brighter Futures Year 3- Pass through

8~ .287

007067

84.287

007067-COHORT D

59

21St Cent~ Corrmunicy Learning Centers - Brighter Futures Year 5
(Cohort D) - Pass through

84.287

007067-COHORT D

3,057

21st Cenuxy Corrmunicy Learning Centers, Bright Futures at
Middle and High Schoo~- Year 2 (Cohort F) - Pass through

84.287

F09025-COHORT F

(~.216)

2 1st Century ConYT'IUf1ity Learning Centers, Bright Futures at
Middle and High Schoob , Year 3 (Cohort F)- Pass through

7,826

(8,204)

84.287

F09025-COHORT F

21st Century CorTI'l'li.Klity Learning Centers, Bright FuiUres at
Middle and High Schoob, Year 4 (Cohort F)- Pass through

84.287

F09025-COHORT F

6-15,492

21st Cemury CorTirl'ILW'Iity learning Centers- Bright Futures Year I (cohort G-1)- Pass through

84.287

6-11,566

21st Century Community Learning CenteMO - Bright Futures Year I (cohort G-2) - Pass through

84.287

132110-GI2021
1321 10-GI2022

Michigan Department of Career Developmem KCP State GEAR-UP
Program 2011-2-17

84 . 33 ~

1 1-00-02

I ~6.306

USDE: Connecting Students to t he Community: EMU GEAR-UP Pannership
to Promot e College Readiness and Success, Year I of 6

84.33~

P334A060204

100,906

687,488

Underground Railroad and Culcur.al Program: The Cooperative
Underground Railroad Education Project. (CUREP) - Pass through

84 .34 5

P345A095005

29,264

Easte rn Michigan University Writing Project- 2012-2013 Total - Pass through

84.367

92-MIOI-SEED2012

13, 121

Professional Development in a High-Need School - Pass through

8067

N0.2

Elementary Evaluation # 1- Pass through

8067

Student Transcript and Academic Record Repository (STARR) Data Exchange P rocess
Student Transcript and Academic Record Repository (STARR) Oaca Exchange Process

84.372A
8084A

10, 171
23,352

07 1 W2205028
07 1 W2205028

2,673
10,928
2,623,376

Total Department of Educat ion
Department of Health and Human Services:
Coupled MGCM-MTGCM Mars Thermosphere Simulations and Resuking Data Products
in support of the MAVEN missk>n- Pous through

3001571633

93.300

Independent Living Skills Coach forTraining Eligible Foster Care Youth- Direct
ARRA - Capacity Build ing of Nonprofit Organizations

94

Servicing Distressed Communities in Wayne and Eastern
93.7 11

Washtenaw Counties Michigan - Oiteet

(743)
111,194

YIT- 1J-8 1001

90$10009/01

( 186)
110,265

Total Department of Health and Human SeMccs
DepartmerK of Housing and Urban Development - Pass through Connecting Hamikon Crossing: Developing Family Self-sufficiency
Education Programs for Subsidized Housing Residents

14.704

CCPMI0057-I I

17,211

19.500

95102 W I 5P7T 12 C F600

249,854

Depanment of State Bureau of Near Easte m Affairs - Pass through The Birth Place of the Arab Spring: Value O rientations
and Political Actions in Tunisia (pan I )
Depanmcnt or Homeland Security:
SociaJ Norms Collaborative - Pass through
T cxas Gtizens Corp Program- CERT (Community Emergency

97.005

14,818

97.005

3,224

Response T earn) • Direct

18,042

Tout Depanment of Homeland Security

Agency of lnteNl3ctonaJ Development • Direct •
Eastem Michigan Praccicum forTeac:her Educators from Pakistan (EMPTEP)

98.001

AID-391-A- 11 -00001 11~52

257,983
~.171,375

Total ocher federal awards

s

Total federal expenditures

See Notes to Schedule of Expenditu res
o f Fede ral Awards
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198,905,229

Eastern Michigan University
Notes to Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
Year Ended June 30, 20 13

Note .I - Basis of Presentation and Slgntflcant Accounting Policies
The accompanying schedule of expenditures of federal awards (the "Schedule") includes
the federal grant activity of Eastern Michigan University (the "University") under
programs of the federal government for the year ended June 30, 20 13. Expenditures
re po rte d on the Schedule are reported on the same basis of accounting as the basic
financial statements, although the basis for determining when federal awards are
expended is presented in accordance with the requirements of OMB Circular A-133,
Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations. In addition,
expenditures reported on the Schedule are recognized following the cost principles
contained in OMB Circular A-21, wherein certain types of expenditures are not
allowable or are limited as to reimbursement. Therefore, some amounts presented in
this Schedule may differ from amounts presented in, or used in the preparation of, the
basic financial statements.
Because the Schedule presents only a selected portion of the operations of Eastern
Michigan University, it is not intended to, and does not, present the financial position,
changes in net assets, or cash flows, if applicable, of Eastern Michigan Un iversity. Passthrough entity identifying numbers are presented where available .

Note 2 - Subreclplent Awards
Of the federal expenditures presented in the Schedule, federal awards were provided to
subrecipie nts as follows:
CFDA
Number

Federal Program Title
USSBN GVSU: 20 12-13 SBTDC Region
NOM: Sailing Elementary Teachers T award Ocean
Lite racy Using Familiar Water Resources
(funding part I)
DoD/MITRE : The Birth Place of the Arab Spring:
Value Orie ntations and Political Actions in Tunisia
(pa rt I)
NASA: Understanding the Time Dependent Response
of the Martian Upper Atmosphere to Solar Flares &
Dust Storms Year I of 3
DoD: ONR Cross-National Analysis of Islamic
Fundamentalism, Task I

59.037

$

29,220

11.469

14,284

19.500

73,391

43 .00 1

13,5 16

12.300

78,816

Total

10

Amount
Provided to
Subrecipients

$

209,227

Eastern Michigan University
Notes to Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
Year Ended June 30, 20 13
Note 3 - Loans Outstanding
During the fiscal year ended June 30, 2013, the University issued new loans to students
under the William D. Ford Federal Direct Loan Program (FDLP). The loan program
includes subsidized and unsubsidized Stafford Loans, Parents' Loans for Undergraduate
Students (PLUS), and PLUS loans for graduate and professional students. The value of
loans issued for the FDLP is based on disbursed amounts. The undergraduate PLUS
loans are applied first to the students' tuition and fees and any remaining balance is
disbursed directly to parents or, with the parents' permission, to the student.
In addition, the University participates in the Federal Perkins Loan Program through the
Department of Education and the Nurse Faculty Loan Program through the Department
of Health and Human Services. These loan programs are directly administered by the
University and are considered revolving loan programs whereby collections received on
past loans, including interest, and new funds received from federal agencies are loaned
out to current students. The outstanding balance on these loans is disclosed in the
schedule of expenditures of federal awards. The loans issued through the Federal
Perkins Loan Program during the year ended June 30, 2013 amounted to $384,751.
There were no loans issued through the Nurse Faculty Loan Program (ARRA) and
$52,270 issued through the Nurse Faculty Loan Program (non-ARRA) during the year
ended June 30, 2013.

II

Eastern Michigan University
Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs
Year Ended June 30,2013
Section I - Summary of Auditor's Results
Financial Statements
Type of auditor's report issued: Unmodified
Internal control over financial reporting:
•

Material weakness(es) identified?

•

Significant deficiency(ies) identified that are
not considered to be material weaknesses?

Noncompliance material to financial
statements noted?

- - - Yes

X

No

Yes

X

None reported

Yes

X

No

Yes

X

No

Yes

X

None reported

---

Federal Awards
Internal control over major programs:
•

Material weakness(es) ide ntified?

•

Significant deficiency(ies) identified that are
not considered to be material weaknesses?

- --

Type of auditor's report issued on compliance for major programs: Unmodified
Any audit findings disclosed that are required
to be reported in accordance w ith
Section 51 O(a) of Circular A- 133?

---

Yes

X

No

Identification of major programs:
CFDA Numbers
84.007, 84.033, 84.038,
84.063 , 84.268, 84.379,
93.408, and 93.264
59.03 7
84.047 and 84.2 17
84.287

Name of Federal Program or Cluster

Student Financial Aid C luster
Small Business and Technology Development Center (SBTDC)
TRIO Cluster
2 1st Century Community Learning Centers

Dollar threshold used to distinguish between type A and type B programs: $300,000
Auditee qualified as low-risk a uditee?

X

12

Yes

No

Eastern Michigan University
Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs (Continued)
Year Ended June 30, 20 13
Section II - Financial Statement Audit Findings
None

Section Ill - Federal Program Audit Findings
None
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BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

SECTION: 20
DATE:
December 10, 2013

RECOMMENDATION
REPORT: The 2012-2013 Eastern Michigan University Foundation Consolidated Financial Report
ACTION REQUESTED
It is requested that the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents receive and place on file the Eastern
Michigan University Foundation Consolidated Financial Report for the year ended June 30, 2013.

STAFF SUMMARY
In accordance with Section C.4. of the Agreement Between Eastern Michigan University and the Eastern
Michigan University Foundation, it is our responsibility and privilege to present for your review the
consolidated financial report of the Eastern Michigan University Foundation for the year ended June 30, 2013.
The annual financial audit of the Foundation and its subsidiary was performed by Plante & Moran, PLLC, and
they have provided an unqualified financial opinion.
Total endowment assets reported at year-end were $58,044,42 1. This represents a 12.9 percent increase from
the June 30, 2012 market value, which was $51,4 13,003. Contributions during 2012-2013 were $5,007,775, of
which $4,740,600 represented cash gifts. Contributions designated toward endowed scholarships, endowments
and planned gifts managed by the Foundation totaled $ 1,4 12,797.
During this fiscal year, the endowment portfolio experienced a gross investment return of 15.4 percent vs. the
portfolio benchmark of 15.5 percent, which compares favorably to endowment portfolio returns at other
institutions with endowments in the $5 1-$100 million range. The average annual return since inception on
September 30, 1992, of 8.1 percent continues to surpass the benchmark of 7.6 percent.
Current expendable gifts and gifts-in-kind distributed to and received directly by Eastern Michigan University
for programs and scholarships totaled $3,178,756 for the year ended June 30, 2013. Of that total, $2,726,733
was transferred to EMU by the EMU Foundation; $267, 175 represents gifts of property and equipment that
were received by EMU directly; and $ 184,848 represents cash gifts that were received by EMU directly. In
addition, funding distributed to EMU from endowed scholarships and endowments totaled $ 1,302, 163.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
None

ADMINISTRATIVE RF;fOMMENDATION
The prop})8ell)Board__acti-</~-h&s been reviewed and is recommended for Board approval.

Unil'ersity Executive Officer

Date

E
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
FOUNDATION

EMU Board of Regents Update
December 10, 2013

Agreement Between EMU and EMUF
~

Present FY13 Consolidated Financial Report

~

Report on FY13 Fundraising Results

~

Report on FY13 Endowment Activity

~

Report on FY13 Endowment Spending

2

FY13 Consolidated Financial Report
~

Audit went very well; unqualified opinion on
audited financial statem.ents

~

Total Assets = $ 60.8M

~

Total Liabilities = $ 0.9M

~

Total Net Assets=$ 59.9M; increase of$ 6.0M
over 6I 30I 12 balance

3

FY13 Financial Report Highlights
~

Actual Contributions of$ S.OM

~

FY13 #of Donors= 9,746, increase of 4°/o over
previous 4 year average (FY09 - FY12) of 9,367

~

Immediate Use Gifts to EMU for Scholarships &
Programs = $ 3.2M

~

Funding Provided to EMU from
Endowments/Planned Gifts= $1.3M

~

Total Impact of Immediate Use and
Endowment/Planned Gift Spending=$ 4.5M
4

FY13 Summary of Endowment Activity
Market Value@ 6/30/12
Gifts and Transfers
Spending and Transfers
Investment Return (net of fees)
Market Value@ 6/30/13
Split Interest Agreements@ 6/30/13
End and SI Agreement Value@ 6/30/13

$ 50.6M
2.0M
(1.3M)
5.9M
57.2M
0.8M
$ 58.0M

(Highest Value in EMU's History!!)

5

FY13 Summary of Endowment Activity
~

EMUF FY13 gross investment return = 15.4°/o vs benchmark

return of 15.5°/o. Compares very favorably to endowments in
the $ 51M - $ lOOM range
~

Cumulative average return since inception in September 1992
= 8.1 °/o vs benchmark return of 7.6°/o

~

3 year average endowment market value as of 6/30/13 =

$ 51M vs goal in 5 year plan of $ 52M
~

FY13 endowment spending (amount transferred to EMU+
amount used by EMUF for operations) = 5.77°/o of 3 year

average endowment market value vs goal in 5 year plan of
6.25°/o, which is favorable

6

Additional Information

7

Fundraising Total by Fiscal Year
$14,000,000

$12,00{),000

$11,485,.27 3
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Endowment Market Value
$60M .......

$50M ......

$40M ......

$30M ......

$20M .......

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

9

Funding Provided From Endowed Scholarships
and Endowments

2012-13 .......

2011-12 .......

2010-11 .......

2009-10 .......

2008-09 .......

'

$200,000

'

$400,000

'

$600,000

'

$800,000

'

$1M

'

$1.2M

'

$1.4M

10

Immediate Use Gifts to EMU for Programs
and Scholarships
I Cash Gifts I Gifts-in-Kind

I

Total Gifts

SSM ......

. ....

$4.5M ...... ..

~

~

~

. .-

. .. . . .

"

• • • • •• • ••• • • • • •

$4M ...... •
$3.5M ...... •
$3M .......
$2.5M ......
$2M ......
$1.5M .......
$1M .......
$500,000 .......

2008-9

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13
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Plante & Moran, PLLC
27400 Northwestern Highway
P.O. Box307
Soothrleld, Ml 48037-0307
Tel: 248.352.2500
Fax: 248.352.00 18
plrultemoran.com

Independent Auditor's Report
To the Board of Trustees
Eastern Michigan University Foundation
We have audited the accompanying consolidated fi nancial statements of Eastern Michigan
University Foundation (the 11 Foundation 11), which comprise the consolidated balance sheet as of
June 30, 2013 and the related consolidated statements of activities and changes in net assets and
cash fl ows for the year then ended, and the related notes to the consolidated financial
statements. The prior year summarized information has been derived from the Foundation's
2012 consolidated financial statements and, in our report dated September 17, 2012, we
expressed an unqualified opinion on those consolidated financial statements.

Management's Responsibility for the Consolidated Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated
financial statements In accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States of America; this includes the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control
relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of consolidated financial statements that are
free from material misstatement, whether due to fr·aud or error.

Auditor's Responsibility
Our responsibility Is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on
our audits. We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in
the United States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the aud its to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free from
material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain aud it evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the consolidated financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the
auditor's judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the
consolidated financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's preparation and fair
presentation of the consolidated financial statements in order to design audit procedures that
ar·e appr·opriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the entity's internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit
also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness
of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
presentation of the consolidated financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for our audit opinion.

Praxiiji";
/.!CI.IBER • '
GLOBAL AlliAII CE OF
1110£PEII0£11T f 1AI.!S

To the Board of Trustees
Eastern Michigan University Foundation

Opinion
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial pos.ition of Eastern Michigan University Foundation as of June 30,
2013 and the consolidated changes in its net assets and its cash flows for the year then ended in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

Report on Summarized Comparative Information
We have previously audited Eastern Michigan University Foundation's 2012 consolidated
financial statements, and we expressed an unmodified audit opinion on those audited
consolidated financial statements in our report dated September 17, 20 12. In our opinion, the
summarized comparative information presented herein as of and for the year ended June 30,
20 12 is consistent, in all material respects, with the audited consolidated financial statements
from which it has been derived.

September 4, 20 I 3
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Eastern Michigan University Foundation
Consolidated Balance Sheet
June 30, 10 I 3
(with comparative totals for june 30, 2.0 12.)
June 30, 20 13

June "30, 20 12

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Investments (Note 4)
Dividend and interest receivable
Contributions receivable (Note 2)
Other assets:
Cash surrender value of life insurance
Accounts receivable
Property and equipment- Net (Note 3)
Investments held under split-interest agreements (Note 4)

$

$

294,900
10,767
1,960,796
830,322

$

Total assets

1,017,935
56, 167,196
46,650
509,480

2, 188,573
48,874,561
49,932
907,081
283,070
9,013
1,95 1,001
850,956

60,838,046

$

55,114,187

349,085
537,560
4,474

$

588,088
557,825
9,106

Liabilities and Net Assets
Liabilities
Accounts payable
Split-interest obligations
Other liabilities

$

Totalliabilities
Net Assets (Note 5)
Unrestricted
Temporarily restricted
Permanently restricted
Total net assets

$

Total liabil ities and net assets

See Notes to Consolidated Financial State ments.

3

891,119

1,155,019

1.140,618
17,830,983
40,975,326

299,010
14,353,588
39,306,570

59,946,927

53 ,959,168

60,838,046

$

55,114,187

Eastern Michigan University Foundation
Consolidated Statement of Activities and Changes in Net Assets
Year Ended June 30, 20 I 3
(with comparative totals for year ended June 30, 2 0 l l)
Year Ended June 30
20 13
Temporarily
Permanently
Restricted
Restricted

Unrestricted
Revenue, Gains, a nd O ther Support
Contributions ( Note 8)
Administrative and management fee
(Note 6)
Investment Income (Note 4)
Net realized and unrealized gains ~ osses)
on Investments (Note 4)
Miscellaneous income
Net assets released from restrictions
Total revenue, gains, and
other· support
Expenses
Contributions to EMU:
Expendable contributions
Contributions from endowment
Income
General and administrative - Foundation
management
Fundralslng (Note 9)
Total expenses
Increase in N et Assets - Before other
changes In net assets

$

$ 2,228, 197 $

2012
Total

Total

$ 4, 144,402 $

7,215,434

1,828,000
1,043,740

1,903,000
779,139

6,397,317
67,594

(1,034,138)
78,737

13,481,053

8,942,172

2,726,733

2,726,733

3,025,963

I ,302,1 63

1,302,163

1,456,024

537,2 11
2,99 1,879

537,2 11
2,99 1,879

564,592
3,034,639

7,557,986

7,557,986

8,081,2 18

5,923,067

860,954

247,449
1,828,000
838,670

1,668,756

205,070

43,293
5,442,182

6,397,3 17
24,301
(5,442, 182)

8,399,594

3,412,703

84 1,608

3,4 12,703

1,668,756

1,668,756

Funds T ransferred from EMU

102,999

102,999

126,150

Change in Va lue of Split-Inte rest
Agreem e nts

(38,307)

(38,307)

215,182

Increase In N et Asset s

84 1,608

3,477,395

1,668,756

5,987,759

1,202,286

N et Asset s - Beginning of year

299,0 10

14,353,588

39,306,570

53,959, 168

52,756,882

$ 1, 140,6 18

$ 17,830,983

$ 40,975,326

$ 59,946,927

$53,959, 168

N et Assets - End of year

See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Eastern Michigan University Foundation
Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows
Year Ended June 30, lO I 3
(with comparative totals for year ended june 30, 20 ll)
Year Ended
June 30, 2013
June 30, 20 12
Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Increase in net assets
Adjustments to reconcile increase in net assets to net cash
from operating activities:
Depreciation
Net realized and unrealized (gain) loss on investments
Change in cash surrender value of life insurance
Change in value of split-interest agreements
Contributions restricted for long-term purposes
Changes in operating assets and liabilities which
provided (used) cash:
Contributions receivable
Dividend and interest receivable
Accounts receivable
Accounts payable
Other liabilities

$

Net cash (used in) provided by operating
activities

5,987,759

$

11 0,136
(6,397,3 17)
(11,830)
38,307
(I ,668,756)

110,276
I ,034, 138
(6,290)
(2 15, 182)
(3,867,845)

397,60 1
3,282
(1,754)
(239,003)
(4,632)

2,599,182
(3,9 12)
6,476
(211,798)
180

( 1,786,207)

Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Purchases of property and equipment
Purchases of investments
Proceeds from sales and maturities of investments
Net cash used in investing activities
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Payments on split-interest agreements
Proceeds from new split-inte rest agreements
Proceeds from contributions restricted for long-term
purposes
Net cash provided by financing activities
N et (Decrease) Increase in Cash and Cash Equivalents

647,511

( 119,931)
(24,529, 963)
23,655,279

(4 1,054)
(24,066,592)
19,654,881

(994,6 15)

(4,452,765)

(72,321)
13,749

(9 1,695)
69,775

1,668,756

3,867,845

1,610,184

3,845,925

(I, 170,638)

40,671

2, 188,573

Cash and Cash Equivalents - Beginning of year

I ,202,286

2, 147,902

Cash and Cash Equivalents - End of year·

$

I ,011,935

$

2,188,573

Supplemental Disclosure of Cash Flow Information - Cash
paid for interest

$

110,632

$

113,075

See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Eastern Michigan University Foundation
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
June 30, .lO 13
.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

Note 1 -. Nature. of Business and
Significant
Accounting
Policies
.
.
.
.
Eastern Michigan University Foundation (the 11 Foundation11), located in Ypsilanti,
Michigan, receives, holds, invests, and administers funds for the purpose of contributing
to and making expenditures on behalf of Eastern Michigan University (EMU) . Under
governmental accounting principles, the Foundation is considered a component unit of
EMU. Planned Real Estate Corp. (PREC), a wholly owned nonprofit subsidiaty of the
Foundation, was incorporated as a title holding company for the purpose of owning and
managing real estate donated to the Foundation.
Significant accounting policies are as follows:
Principles of Consolidation - The consolidated financial statements include the
accounts of the Foundation and its wholly owned subsidiary, PREC. In 2012, PREC sold
contributed land received in 20 II. No intercompany transactions requiring elimination
during consolidation occurred during the year ended june 30, 20 12. PREC had no
activity during the year ended june 30, 2013.
Cash Equivalents - The Foundation considers all highly liquid investments purchased
with original maturities of three months or less to be cash equivalents.
Investments - Investments in government and corporate debt and equity securities are
stated at current quoted market value. The investments in the real estate holding and
land are recorded at the lower of cost or fair value and is adjusted to fair value as
needed. The cost of real estate holding was determined by appraisal when real estate
was originally contributed to the Foundation in a prior year. Purchases and sales of
investments are recorded as of the trade date. Gain or loss on the sale of investments is
computed using the average cost method. Investment income is recorded on the accrual
basis and is reported in the consolidated statement of activities and changes in net
assets, net of related expenses. These expenses amounted to $333,517 for the year
ended June 30, 2013.
During the year ended June 30, 2012, land contributed in 20 II w as sold with PREC
recognizing an approximate $16,000 loss.
Contributions Receivable - Contributions receivable that are expected to be
collected within one year are recorded at net realizable value. Unconditional promises
to give that are expected to be collected in future years are recorded at the present
value of their estimated future cash fl ows. The discounts on those amounts are
computed using risk-free interest rates applicable to the years in which the promises are
received. The rates range from 0.15 percent to 5.50 percent. Amortization of the
discounts is included in contribution revenue. An allowance for uncollectible
contributions is provided when evidence indicates amounts promised by donors may
not be collectible.
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Eastern Michigan University Foundation
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
June 30, 2013

Note I - Nature of Business and Significant Accounting Policies
·
·(Continued)
· ·
·
·
Functional Allocation of Expenses - The costs providing the program and support
services have been reported on a functional basis in the consolidated statement of
activities and changes in net assets. Indirect costs have been allocated between various
programs and support services based on estimates, as determined by management.
Although the methods of allocation used are considered reasonable, other methods
could be used that would product a different amount.
Life Insurance Cash Surrender Value - The Foundation is t he owner of certain life
insurance policies on various donors who have named the Foundation as be neficiary.
Property and Equipment - Property and equipment are recorded at cost w hen
purchased and at estimated fair market value w hen donated. Depreciation on property
and equipment is provided on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of the
assets ranging from 3 to 39 years. Depreciation expense for the year ended June 30,
20 13 amounted to $11 0, 136.
Split-interest Agreements - The Foundatio n is a remainder beneficiary of several
charitable annuities and unitrusts. Required distributions to other beneficiaries range
fro m 5.0 percent to 11.9 percent of gift o r market value, as defined by each agreement.
The discount rates used to calculate the present value range from 1.2 percent to I0.0
percent.
Classification of Net Assets - Net assets of the Foundation are classified as
unrestricted, temporar·ily restricted, or permanently restricted depending on the
presence and characteristics of donor-imposed restrictions limiting the Foundation's
ability to use or dispose of contributed assets or the e conomic benefits embod ied in
those assets.
Do nor-imposed restrictions that expi re with the passage of time or can be removed by
meeting certain requirements result in temporarily restricted net assets. Permanently
restricted net assets result from donor-imposed restrictions that lim it the use of net
assets in perpetuity. Earnings, gains, and losses on rest ricted net assets are classified as
temporarily restricted until expended unless the donor or applicable law specifies them
as permanently restricted.
Contributions - Contributions to the Foundation of cash and other assets, including
unconditional promises to give in the futu re, are reported as revenue w hen received,
measured at fait· value . Donor prom ises to give in the future are recorded at the present
value of estimated future cash fl ows. Contributions resulting from split-interest
agreements, measured at the time the agreements are entered into, are based on the
difference between the fair value of the assets received or promised and the present
value of the obligation to the thi r·d-party recipient(s) under the contract.
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Eastern Michigan University Foundation
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
June 30, lO I 3
Note I - Nature of Business and Significant Accounting Policies
·
·( continued)
· · · ·
· · · ·
Contributions received with donor-imposed time or purpose restrictions are reported
as restricted revenue. All other contributions are reported as unrestricted revenue.
Contributions to EMU are recorded as expense when approved by the Foundation.
Fund raising- Fund raising costs are charged to expense as incurred. The majority of all
development activities for the benefit of EMU and the Foundation are conducted by the
Foundation.
Tax Status - The Foundation is exempt from federal income taxes under Section
SO I(c)(3) of the United States Internal Revenue Code. PREC is exempt from federal
income taxes under Section 50 I(c)(2) of the United States Internal Revenue Code.
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require
management to evaluate tax positions taken by the Foundation and recognize a tax
liability if the Foundation has taken an uncertain position that more likely than not would
not be sustained upon examination by the IRS or other applicable taxing authorities.
Management has analyzed the tax positions taken by the Foundation and has concluded
that as of June 30, 2013, there are no uncertain positions taken or expected to be taken
that would require recognition of a liability or disclosure in the consolidated financial
statements. The Foundation is subject to routine audits by taxing jurisdictions; however,
there are ctu-rently no audits for any tax periods in progress . Management believes it is
no longer subject to income tax examinations for years prior to June 30, 20 I0.
Use of Estimates - The preparation of consolidated financial statements in conformity
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America requires
management to make estimates and assum ptions that affect the reported amounts of
assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of t he
consolidated financial statements and the reported amounts of revenue, expenses, and
other changes in net assets during the reporting period. Actual results could differ from
those estimates.
Concentration of Credit Risl< Arising from Deposit Accounts - The Foundation
maintains cash balances at several banks. Accounts at each institution are insured by the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation up to $250,000. The Foundation evaluates .the
fin ancial institutions with which it deposits funds; however, it is not practical to insure all
cash deposits.
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Eastern Michigan University Foundation
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Note 1 - Nature of Business and Significant Accounting Policies
·
(Continued)
· · ·
·
·
Summarized Comparative Information for the Year Ended June 30, 2012- The
consolidated financial information presented for comparative purposes for the year
ended June 30, 20 12 Is not intended to be a complete financial statement presentation in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America. Accordingly, such information should be read in conjunction with the
Foundation's 2012 consolidated financial statements, from which the summarized
information was derived.
Risl<s and Uncertainties - The Foundation invests in various investment securities.
Investment securities are exposed to various risks such as interest rate, market, and
credit risks. Due to the level of risk associated with certain investment securities, it is at
least r·easonably possible that changes in the values of investment securities will occur in
the near term and that such changes could materially affect the amounts reported in the
consolidated balance sheet.
Subsequent Events - The consolidated fin ancial statements and related disclosures
include evaluation of events up through and including September 4, 2013, which is the
date the consolidated financial statements were available to be issued.

Note l · Contributions Receivable
Included in contributions receivable are the following unconditional promises to give at
june 30, 2013:

$

Gross contributions promised
Less allowance for uncollectibles

I ,453,745
(939,461)
514,284

Subtotal

(4,804)

Less unamortized discount
Net unconditional promises to give
Amounts due in:
Less than one year
One to five years
More than five years
Total
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$

509,480

$

1,057,619
360, 126
36,000

$

1,453,745

Easter-n Michigan University Foundation
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
June 30, 20 I 3

Note
3 - Property
and. Equipment
.
.
.
.
The cost of property and equipment at june 30, 20 13 is summarized as follows :

$

Buildings
Equipment and software
Total cost

2,299,933
1, 129,131
3,429,064

Less accumulated depreciation

( 1,468,268)

$

Net carrying amount

1,960,796

Note 4- Investments
Investments consisted of the following at June 30, 2013, including investments held
under split-interest agreements:
Mutual funds- Equity
Mutual funds - Fixed income
Corporate stock securities - Domestic
Corporate stock securities - International
Corporate bonds
U.S. governme nt securities
Certificates of deposit (long term)

$

5,736,420
1,084,598
32,342,268
8, 101,014
3,786,769
4,705,569
573,546
56,330, 184

Subtotal
Real estate holding
Land

55,000
612,334

$ 56,997,5 18

Total

Net realized and unrealized gains in the accompanying consolidated financial staternents
have been offset with related losses. Investment income for the year ended june 30,
20 I 3 is as follows:

$

Dividend and interest income
Realized gains - Net

1,043,740
2,531,672

Net realized income

3,575,4 12

Net unrealized gain

3,865,645

$

Total investment gain

10

7,441,057

Eastern Michigan University Foundation
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
June 30, lO I 3

Note 5 - Net Assets
Temporarily restricted net assets ar·e available for the following purposes:
Purpose-restricted:
Scholarships
Specific program use
Time-restricted - Annuity trust agreements
Total

$

9,888,648
7,649,573
292,762

$

17,830,983

Permanently restricted net assets are endowments invested in perpetuity, the income
from which is expendable for distributions to EMU for scholarships and other programs.
Unrestricted net assets consist of the following:
Designated to support underfunded EMU priorities and endowments
that support scholarships and academic programs and departments:
Funds functioning as endowments for specific purposes
Funds not yet allocated

$

5~4,439

279,437
843,876

Total designated
Undesignated:
Foundation operations
Permanently restricted endowment losses in excess of corpus

856,806
{560,064}

Total undesignated

296,742

Total unrestricted net assets

$

1, 140,61 8

Note 6 - Related Party Transactions
Under operating agreements with EMU, the Foundation has the responsibility to
manage and invest endowment and other contributed assets held for the benefit of
EMU and manage development and fundraising programs for the benefit of EMU,
including management of gift records and receipts .
In order to support fundraising activities on behalf of EMU, EMU pays to the Foundation
an amount to be determined annually. For the year ended June 30, 2013, the amount
paid to the Foundation was $1,828,000.
As of June 30, 20 13, the Foundation has contributions payable to EMU of approximately
$309,000 and management, general, and fundraising payables to EMU of approximately
$35,000 recorded in accounts payable. During the year ended June 30, 2013, the
Foundation paid EMU approximately $535,400 in management, general, and fundraising
expenses.
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Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
June 30,2013
.

.

Note 7 - Defined Contribution Plans
The Foundation sponsors a defined contribution 403(b) plan for all eligible full-time
employees, as defined. Employees may make elective contributions to the 403(b) plan
in accordance with IRS regulations. The Foundation may make contributions to the
403(b) plan up to 6 percent of the employees• base salaries. During fiscal year 2013, the
Foundation contributed 4 percent of the employees• base salaries.
Total contributions to the plan for the year ended june 30, 2013 amounted to
approximately $64,000.

Note 8 - Fundraising Collections
Fundraising efforts of the Foundation result in both currently collectible gifts and
pledged gifts for the benefit of EMU that are recorded as revenue in the Foundation•s
consolidated financial statements but are collectible over a period of years. The
Foundation•s fund raising efforts also result in current gifts made directly to EMU that are
not reported as contributions by the Foundation. Total fundraising collections for the
year ended June 30, 2013 were as follows:
Accrual basis contribution revenue
Gifts in-kind made directly to EMU
Collections on deferred gifts in excess of current gift deferrals and
amortization
Current year adjustment to split-interest agreements
Gifts deposited directly at EMU
Total fund raising collections

$

4,144,402
267,175
397,601
I 3,749
184,848

$

5,007,775

$

793,764
2,198,115

$

2,991,879

Note 9 - Fundraising Expenses
Fund raising expenses are comprised of the following:
Gifts and records
Other· fund raising
Total

Note I 0 - Fair Value Measurements
Accounting standards require certain assets and liabilities be reported at fair value in the
consolidated financi al statements and provide a framework for establishing that fair
value. The framework for determining fair value is based on a hierarchy that prioritizes
the inputs and valuation techniques used to measure fair value.
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·N ote I 0 - Fair Value Measurements (Continued)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The following table presents Information about the Foundation's assets measured at fair
value on a recurring basis at june 30, 20 13 and the valuation techniques used by the
Foundation to determine those fair values.
Fair values determined by Level I inputs use quoted prices in active markets for identical
assets that the Foundation has the ability t o access.
Fair values determined by Level 2 inputs use other inputs that are observable, either
dir·ectly or indirectly. These Level 2 inputs include quoted prices for similar assets in
active markets and other inputs such as interest rates and yield curves that are
observable at commonly quoted intervals.
Level 3 inputs are unobservable inputs, including inputs that are available in situations
where there is little, if any, market activity for the related asset. These Level 3 fair value
measurements are based primarily on management's own estimates using pricing
models, discounted cash flow methodologies, or similar techniques taking into account
the characteristics of the asset.
In instances w hereby Inputs used to measure fair value fall into different levels in the
above fair value hierarchy, fair value measurements in t heir entirety are categorized
based on the lowest level input that is significant to the valuation. The Foundation's
assessment of the significance of particular inputs to these fair value measurements
requires judgment and considers factors specifi c to each asset.
The Foundation's policy is to recognize transfers between levels of the fair value
hierarchy as of the end of the reporting period. For the year ended June 30, 2013, t here
were no transfers between levels of the fair value hierarchy.
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Note 10 - Fair Value Measurements (Continued)
Assets Measured at Fair Value on a Recurring Basis at June 30, 2013
Quoted Prices
inActive
Markets for
Identical Assets
{Level 1}
Investments - Including
investments held under splitinterest agreements:
Mutual funds - Equity
$
Mutual funds - Fixed income
Corporate stock securities Domestic
Corporate stock securities Internatio nal
Corporate bonds Domestic
U.S. government securities
Certificates of deposit (long
term)
Total

5,736,420
I ,084,598

Significant
Other
O bservable
Inputs
{Level2}

$

Significant
Unobservable
Inputs
{Level 3}

$

Balance at
June 30, 20 13

$

5,736,420
1,084,598

32,342,268

32,342,268

8,101,014

8,101,014
3,786,769
4,705,569

3,786,769
4,705,569

573,546

$ 47,837,846 $

573,546
8,492,338

$

$ 56,330,184

Land held for investment of $612,334 is included in the consolidated balance sheet at a
lower of cost or marke t (as determined by the appraisal). Real estate he.ld for
investment of $55,000 is also included at lower of cost or market (as estimated by
management). These investme nts are therefore not included in the fair value
measurements above.

Note I I - Donor-restricted and Board-designated Endowments
The Foundation's endowment includes donor-restricted endowment funds and funds
designated by the board of trustees to function as endowments. Net assets associated
with endowment fund s, including funds designated by the board of trustees to function
as e ndowment funds, are classified and reported based on the existence or absence of
donor-imposed restrictions.
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Note I I ;. Donor-restricted and Board-designated Endowments
· · (Continued)"
·
·
Interpretation of Relevant Law
The board of trustees of the Foundation has interpreted the Uniform Prudent
Management of Institutional Funds Act (UPMIFA) as requiring the preservation of the
fair value of the original gift as of the gift date of the donor-restricted endowment funds
absent explicit donor stipulations to the contrary. As a result of this interpretation, the
Foundation classifies as permanently restricted net assets (a) the original value of gifts
donated to the permanent endowment, (b) the original value of subsequent gifts to the
permanent endowment, and (c) accumulations to the permanent endowment made in
accordance with the direction of the applicable donor gift instrument at the time the
accumulation is added to the fund . T he remaining portion of the donor-restricted
endowment fund that is not classified in permanently restricted net assets is classified as
temporarily restricted net assets until those amounts are appropriated for expenditure
by the Foundation in a manner consistent with the standard of pr udence prescribed by
UPMIFA. In accordance with UPMIFA, the Foundation considers the following factors in
making a determination to appropriate or accumulate donor-restricted endowment
funds:
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

The duration and preservation of the fund
The purpose of the Foundation and the donor-restricted endowment fund
General economic conditions
The possible effect of inflation and deflation
The ex pected total return from income and the appt·eciation of investments
Other resources of the Foundation
The investment policies of the Foundation
Endowment Net Asset Composition by Type of Fund as of June 30, 2013
Temporarily
Restricted

Unrestricted
Donor·-restricted endowment
funds
Board-designated e ndowment
fu nds
Total funds

$

(560,062) $

16,360,876

Permanently
Restricted

$ 40,975,326 $ 56,776, 140

564,439

$

4,377
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Total

564,439

$

16,360,876 $

40,975,326

$ 5 7,340,579

Eastern Michigan University Foundation
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
June 30, 2.0 I 3
Note I I - Donor-restricted and Board-designated Endowments
·
· (Continued) ·
·
·
·
Changes in Endowment Net Assets fot' the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2013
Temporarily
Restricted

Unrestricted
Endowment net assets Beginning of year
Investment return - Net of
depreciation (realized and
unrealized)
Contributions and board transfers
to endowment funds
Appropriation of endowment
assets fo r expenditure
Endowment net assets End o f year

$

(816,930) $

12,266,943

820,407

6,55 I ,550

900

262,462

Permanently
Restricte d

$

39,306,570

4,377

$

16,360,876

$ 50,756,583
7,371,957

1,668,756

(2,720,079)

$

T otal

1,932,118
(2,720,079)

$

40,975,326

$ 57,340,579

Funds with Deficiencies
From time to time, .the fair value of assets associated with individual donor-restricted
endowment funds may fall below the level that the donor or UPMIFA requires the
Folmdation to retain as a fund of perpetual duration. In accordance w ith GAAP,
deficiencies of this nature that are reported in unrestricted net assets were $560,062 as
of June 30, 20 13. These deficiencies resulted from unfavorable market fluctuations that
occurred after the investment of permanently restricted contributions and continued
appropriation for certain programs that was deemed prudent by the board of trustees.

Return Objectives and Risl< Parameters
The Foundation has adopted investment and spending policies for endowment assets
that attempt to provide a predictable stream of fundi ng to programs supported by its
endowment while seeking to maintain the purchasing power of the endowment assets.
Endowment assets include those assets of donor-restricted funds that the Foundation
must hold in perpetuity or for a donor-specified period, as well as board-designated
funds. Under this policy, as approved by the board of trustees, the endowment assets
. are invested in a manner that is intended to produce results that exceed the price and
yield results of the Foundation 's target policy indices while assuming a moderate level of
investment risk. The t arget policy of the Foundation is 40 percent S&P 500, I 5 percent
MSCI EAFE, I5 per·cent Russell 2000, I0 percent DJ Global Moderate Portfolio, IS
percent Barclays Aggregate Bond, and 5 percent U.S. T reasury Bill ~three month. The
Foundation expects its endowment funds, over time, to provide an average rate of
return of approximately 8.5 percent annually. Actual returns in any given year may vaty.
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Note I 1 - Donor-restricted and Board-designated Endowments
(Continued) ·
Strategies Employed for Achieving Objectives
To satisfy its long-term rate of return objectives, the Foundation relies on a total return
strategy in which investment returns are achieved through both capital appreciation
(realized and unrealized) and current yield (interest and dividends). The Foundation
targets a diversified asset allocation that places a greater emphasis on equity-based
investments to achieve its long-term return objectives within prudent risk constraints.

Spending Policy and How the Investment Objectives Relate to Spending Policy
The Foundation has a policy of appropriating for distribution each year 4 percent of an
eligible endowment fund's average market value over the prior 12 quarters through the
second fiscal year end preceding the fiscal year in which the distribution is planned; the
fiscal year 2012-2013 appropriation was based on the 12-quarter average market value
of the fund as of June 30, 20 I I. In establishing this policy, the Foundation considered
the long-term expected return on its endowment. In addition to this specific
appropriation, the Foundation also distributes up to 3.0 percent of an endowment
fund's 12-quarter average market value to the Foundation's operating budget as a
source of revenue for the Foundation's operating expenses. Accordingly, over the long
term, the Foundation expects the current spending policy to allow its endowment to
grow at an average of 8.5 percent annually. This is consistent with the Foundation's
objective to maintain the purchasing power of the endowment assets held In perpetuity
or for a specified term, as well as to provide additional real growth through new gifts
and investment return.

Mortgage Payable to the Endowment Fund
In October 2009, the Foundation utilized temporarily restricted earnings on endow ment
assets to settle a mortgage due to an unrelated party. The total mortgage paid with
endowment funds was $2,031,499. A 25-year note payable was established to
reimburse the endowment fund with monthly principal and interest payments of
$12,842. The amount due to the endowment fund from unrestricted or the release of
temporarily restricted funds is $1,883,690 at June 30, 2013.

Note ll - Lease Commitments
The Foundation is obligated under certain operating leases for office equipment. During
fiscal year 20 12, the Foundation entered into a 60-month equipment lease for a postage
machine requiring quarterly payments of $654 and entered into a 39-month equipment
lease for a copy machine requiring monthly payments of $759.
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Note ll - Lease Commitments (Continued)
The future minimum lease payments are as follows:

Years Ending
Amount

June 30
2014
2015
2016
2017

Total
Rent expense for 2013 was $11,724.
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$

11,724
6,411
2,616
1,962

$

22,713
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